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Heegner points and p-adic L -functions for elliptic curves over
certain totally real fields
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Abstract For an elliptic curve E over Q satisfying suitable hypotheses, Bertolini and Darmon
have derived a formula for the Heegner point on E in terms of the central derivative of the two
variable p-aàic L-function associated to E. In this paper, we generalize theirwork to the setting
of totally real fields in which p is inert. We also use this generalization to improve the results
obtained by Bertolini-Darmon in the case of an elliptic curve defined over the field of rational
numbers.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we give a partial generalization of the main results ofBertolini-Darmon
[4] to elliptic curves over certain totally real fields.

Let F be a totally real field, and E/F be a modular elliptic curve, i.e. associated
with a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform fg over F ofparallel weight two.

Let p be a fixed odd prime. We assume that p is inert in F, with p pop the

unique prime of F above p. Denote by Lp(s, E/F) the /?-adic L-function of E/F.
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Suppose that E is split multiplicative at p. Then by the results of [26], one always
has Lp(\, E/F) 0, called the phenomenon of exceptional zero, and a formula
relating V (1, E/F) and the algebraic part of the L-value Lalg(l, E/F) is proved,
generalizing that of Greenberg-Stevens [16], [17]. We briefly recall the setup.

Let {fk } be the Hida family ofparallel weights lifting fg, so in particular, fork > 2,

with k sufficiently close to 2 in the weight space, fk is a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform
ofparallel weight k, and Î2 fg. One has the /?-adic L-function Lp(s, fk) attached

to fk. The results of [26] show that these /?-adic L-functions for different weights
can be interpolated to a two-variable /?-adic L-function, i.e., there exists a /?-adic
analytic function Lp(s,k) of the two variables s and k, such that for k > 2 an integer,
sufficiently close to 2 in the weight space, one has Lp(s,k) Lp(s,fk). Under
the assumption that E is split multiplicative at p, Lp(s,k) satisfies the functional
equation

Lp(k -s,k) -€E/FLp(s,k),
where £g/g is the sign for the functional equation of the complex L-function
L(s,E/F).

The central critical values for the p-adic L-functions of the Hida family are given
by Lp(k/2, k). We have Lp(k/2,k)\k=2 0 (exceptional zero), and

±L,(k,2,k) ldLp(s,2) dLp(\,k)
k=2 2 ds s=i dk k=2

By [26] one has the formula

dk

d

k=2 dk
¦L*ig(l,E/F); (1.1)

tC —2,

here a(n,k) is the Up -eigenvalue of the form fk.
Following Bertolini-Darmon, we treat the case where the order of vanishing of

the complex L-function of E/F at s 1 is exactly one, i.e., L(l, E/F) 0, and

L'(l, E/F) ^ 0. The sign £g/g —1, so from the functional equation, the order

ofvanishing of Lp(s,2) Lp(s,E/F) at s 1 is even, so —y/' |J=1 0. We

also have 8L^'fe) \k=2 0 by (1.1). Thus -^Lp(k/2,k)\k=2 0. One is thus led

to look at the second derivative of Lp(k/2, k) at k 2.

We can now state the main result ofthis paper. Let Qe be the Tate period ofE/Fp.
For <7 € Hom(i7, Q^), let Ea jFa be the elliptic curve which is split multiplicative
at the prime xf of F°', whose Tate period is given by Qg and which is obtained from

E/F by conjugating with a. Let \ogE<y,Fa be the formal logarithm on E° j'F®a-

Then (see Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6 for the precise statements):

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that L(\, E/F) QbutL'(l, E/F) ^ 0. In the case where

[F : Q] is odd, assume that E/F is multiplicative at some prime other than p. Then
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there exists a global point P € E(F) <g> Q, non-torsion, and a non-zero rational
number / € Qx, such that

^Lp(k/2,k)\k=2 l( TJ log^/^CP"))2. (1.2)

<reH.om(FMp)

The proof largely follows the method of Bertolini-Darmon (with the exception
that in the case F ^ Q, the Shimura curves appearing in the argument are not ofPEL

type, and have more than one geometric component when the strict class number of
F is bigger than one; see Section 4). In particular, the global point P turns out to
be the trace of a Heegner point, so the non-torsion assertion follows from Zhang's
generalization [40] of the Gross-Zagier formula, together with the hypothesis that

L'(1,E/F)^Q.
As in [4], the extra hypothesis on the conductor of E/F, when [F : Q] is odd,

is forced upon us by the use of the theorems of Jacquet-Langlands, and Cerednik-
Drinfeld.

In the case where F Q, we are able to establish Theorem 1.1 without this extra
hypothesis, thus improving the main result ofBertolini-Darmon.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that L'/Q is split multiplicative at p, and satisfies

L(l, E/<Q) 0 but L'(l, E/Q) ^ 0. Then there is a non-zero rational number
/ € Qx and P € EOO) ® Q non-torsion, such that

^Lp{k/2.k)
k=2 «teB/Qr(P)Y

To do this, one considers base change to a suitable real quadratic field F, and

apply Theorem 1.1 to E/F. Suitable descent arguments allow one to obtain the

result over Q. See Section 6.

Finally we make some remarks about Theorem 1.1. In the case F Q, formula
(1.2) can be regarded as a formula for a non-torsion rational point on E, in terms of
the central derivative of the two-variable p-ad\c L-function of E (by using p-adic
exponential map to invert the p-adic logarithm). However, when F ^ Q, (1.2)
falls short of giving such a formula, due to the cross terms involving E° j'F°', for
a € Hom(F, Q^).

The intrinsic difficulty is that, in the statement of Theorem 1.1, one considers

only the Hida family of parallel weights. In future work, we would like to obtain
such a formula, by considering Hida families of non-parallel weights. This would
involve considering mixed partial derivatives of the several variable-variable p-ad\c
L-function attached to the Hida family constructed in [2].

Acknowledgement The author would like to thank Professor Darmon, Professor

Hida, Professor Mazur and Professor Ribet for encouragements and their discussions
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Notation 1.3. As in the introduction, p is a fixed odd prime which we assume to be

inert in the totally real field F, with p the unique prime of Op above p Denote by
d the degree of F over Q Thus the norm of p, A* p, is equal to p which we will
denote by q in the sequel Denote by F* the set of totally positive elements of F,
Ap the ring of adeles of F, and by F the ring of finite adeles We have the adelic

norms | - \af and | • |

p- on Ag and F respectively
For each prime I of F, denote by vali the normalized valuation of F\ (or more

generally on the algebraic closure of Fx), whose value on the uniformizer of &pt is

one
In general we will denote by J/ the norm operation from F to Q, either over the

field itself, their completion, the adeles, or at the level of ideal (the subscripts that

occur would indicate the field extensions involved)
Denote by /Q)Cycl Gal(Q /Q) -> Z* the j9-adic cyclotomic character, and by

/F.cycl the restriction of /Q)Cycl to Gal(Q /F) By class field theory, we will also

regard XF,cyc\ as a continuous Z*-valued character on Fx/F* A^./LlxL100i+
(here -Foo,+ is the archimedean connected component ofA^) The class field theory
isomorphism is normalized so that XF,cyc\\o* 1S equal to J/fp/Q„

Fix algebraic closures Q and <Qp of Q and <Qp respectively Denote by ord^ the

valuation on <Qp, normalized by the condition ord^ (p) 1 We also fix an embedding
of Fp into <Qp Under our assumption that p is inert in F, we have Fv <Q„d, the

unramified extension of <QP of degree d
We fix an embedding ofQ into <QP once and for all in this paper Under this embedding,

we can identify Hom(F, Q) with Hom(F, <QP), which under the assumption that

p is inert ini7, isequaltoHom(.Fp, <QP), so that in particular J/ f/q(z) --^Fp/Q„(z)
for z e F

In general, for any x € Fv, and a Fv r-^- <QP an embedding, we let x° € <QP

denote the image of x under a
For any number field L, denote by Dl the absolute value of the discriminant of

L over Q If ^ is a Hecke character of L of finite order, then by class field theory, ty

can be regarded as a character of Gal(L/L), and we denote by L^ the finite abehan

extension of L cut out by ker ty The conductor of ty is noted as c^ Regarding ty as

taking values in Q, we denote, for h € Aut(Q), the character h o ty as ty

Finally, if © is a group and / is a character of @, then for V a representation of
@, we denote by Vx the /-component of V
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2. Quaternionic automorphic forms

2.1. Basic definitions. Let n~ be an integral ideal of Op We assume throughout
the paper the following

Condition 2.1. The ideal n~ is square-free, relatively prime to p, and such that the

number of prime ideal factors of n~ is congruent to [F Q] mod 2 In particular,
n~ (9g is allowed if [F Q] is even

Let B be the quaternion algebra over F, which is ramified exactly at all the

archimedean places, and all places dividing n~ Note that B exists by Condition 2 1

onn~ In particular, B is totally definite, that is, B®ptVM. is isomorphic to Hamilton's
quaternions, for all the real places v F -> M We denote by Nrd^/g the reduced

norm from B to F
Let ßx (B (g)g F)x be the group of finite adelic points of B x Given è € i?x,

and a place v of F, we will denote by bv the component of b at v We will generally
identify the finite places of F with prime ideals of Op, so if v corresponds to a prime I,
then we will also write bx for the corresponding component of b

Fix an isomorphism of Fv -algebras,

fp Bv B®F Fv -+M2(FV),

which induces an isomorphism of 5X and GL2(FV) (here for any ring A, we denote

by M.2(A) the ring of 2 x 2 matrices with coefficients in A)
Let S Y\x ^l be an open compact subgroup of Bx Assume that the image of

Sp under iv is contained in GL,2(®fv)
Let M be a Z^-module, equipped with a left action of £p(£p)

Definition 2.2. An M-valued automorphic form on B x of level S is a function

$ £x -^ M

that satisfies

®(ybu) ip(u-1)-$(b) (2 1)

forali y e B*,b e B*,u e S Denote by S (E, M) the space of M-valued forms
of level S

Note that O € £(£, M) is determined by its values on a set of representatives of
the double coset ßx\ßx/ £, which is finite (being both compact and discrete)
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Definition 2.3. For each embedding a: Fv —>- <Q>p, and any integer n > 0, let Sym"
be the C^ vector space ofhomogeneous polynomials ofdegree n in the mdetermmates

Xer, Y°', with coefficients in C^. Define the right action of GL2(FV) on Sym" by

(P\y)(X\Y°)

:= P(aaXa +baYa,caXa + daYa) for y (^ ^\ e GL2(FP).

For integers k > 2, put

% (g) SymJ-2

with the tensor product right-action of GL2(i*p) Define Vk to be the C^-dual of
Bk, with the dual left action of GL2(.Fp). We call 5(E, Vk) the space of classical

automorphic forms on5x ofparallel weight k, and level E.

Consider the following action of irX on 5(E, Vk), where given z E F*~, it takes

$ € S(E, V*) to the form $', with &(b) $(zb) for è € Bx. This action factors

through the infinite idele class group

Zg(E) := F*/F*(0F n E)p

(here the superscript p refers to the removal of the component at the place p, while
the overline on .Fx((9£ Pi E)p refers to closure).

We have a natural surjection of Zg(E) to the finite idele class group Clg(E):

Zg(E) -> Clg(E) := Fx/F^(ßF n E)

whose kernel is given by the image of Op fl Ep in Zg(E) (here we are following
the notation of [21], Section 3, p. 313).

From equation (2.1) and Definition 2.3, we see that the action of Fx on £(E, Vk),
when restricted to the image of Op fl Ep in Zg(E), is given by /g^clC2)-

Definition 2.4. For each character rj of Clg(E), define

S(E, Vk,rj) {0 € S(E, Vfc), $(zä) Xp'^Mz)'1 $(*)
for all z e Fx,b e Bx}.

The character 7? is called the nebentype of the form O.

It follows that we have a decomposition

S(E,Kt) 0S(E,Kit,i?),

where rj runs over the characters of Clg(E).
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2.2. Hecke operators. Recall the definition of Hecke operators. For each prime I
at which B splits, and at which Ej is maximal, one can define the Hecke operators
T\ as follows. Fix an isomorphism ix : Bx -> M2(Fx) such that Ej is identified as

GL2(0Fl). Let jvx be an uniformizer ofOFl, and let kx be the residue field at I. Given
a double coset decomposition:

^2(0Fl) h JW2(<9*)= [J aa(l)GL2(0Fl).

Define Tx on 5(E, M) by the rule:

(rr$)W (E^pl^*(^(t)) lfr^p' (2.2)
|,Ea€Pi(jfct) ^(O • *(*<fc(i)) if i p •

In the case of Tp, we need to assume that the action of ip(Ep) GL2(Opv) on M
extends to an action of the semi-group M2(Opv) fl GL2(FP).

If I ^ p (in addition to the condition that B is split at I and Ej is maximal), we
also define the operator T\$ by (cf. the discussion after definition 2.3):

Tltx<S>(b) H^xb) for b e 5X

(here Jtx is identified as the element of irX C i?x that is equal to Jtx at the place I and

equal to one at other places). Using the fact that the classes of jrr. in Clg(E) for all
such I exhaust Clg(E), we see that if $ € 5(E, Vk), then $ has a nebentype, i.e.,
lies in one of the component 5(E, Vk, rj), ifand only if it is an eigenvector for all the

operators Txtx, in which case

(Here 77(F) := r}(jtx), noting that rj in unramified at I. Also note our convention about

/F,cycl and the global class field theory isomorphism as in Notation 1.3.)
We next define the Hecke operators at a prime at which the level is not maximal.

For simplicity we do this only when the level is given by Iwahori subgroups.
In general if I is a prime, m > 1, then we define the Iwahori subgroups /r™ and

Ix x™ of GL2(0Fl of level lm by

Ixm J I e GL2(0F(), c 0 mod jrrm 1,

I\$m \ j € Ixm, 0 — 1=0 mod JTjwj >.

Also put

M2(lm;0Fl) | ^ ^ € M2(<9*), c ee 0 mod ^ J,
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M2(l,lm,0Fl)=\(a j\eM2(lm,0Fl), ö=1 modjT^J.

Suppose that I \ n~, and E is a level such that /1 p C E[ C Ixm for some m > 1

(we identify Er with its image under ix) Given a double coset decomposition

I\,Vn (0 m-j !hlm |_| ^(rVi,rm'

define Ux on 5(E, M) by the rule

(W)(Ä)=(E-^$(^(I)) lfr^P (2 3)
[Haek^aCO-HbaJl)) if T p

In the case of t/p (I p), we need to assume that M has an action of the semi-group
M2(l, vm > ®fv) n GL2(FP) compatible with that of Ep

One can take

,n / 1 0
a^) \än™ nxf

where a € 0Fl maps to a € &r.

In the particular case where I p and Ep /p, the matrices oa ^(p) has the

following interpretation (under our assumption on p we can take the uniformizer itv
to be p) let {L(a)}aekv be the q pd sub-lattices of Opv (Bp ®fv of index equal
to q, other than the lattice p(Opv © Opv) The matrices oa satisfy

àa(oFveOpv) OpvepOpv,
&a(®Fv@P®Fv) L(a).

2.3. Choice of levels. In this paper, the level E is defined by the groups of units of
local Eichler orders of B Thus let a be an ideal of Op, relatively prime to n~ For

any prime I, let Rx be a local order of Bx satisfying the condition

Rx the (unique) maximal order of Bx if I divides n~,

resp
Rx an Eichler order of level lmiia> if I is prime to n~

For I not dividing n~, we will assume that under the isomorphism Jr. Bx -> M2(Fx),
the image of i?r is the subring M2(i™ka, (9^) of M2(0Fl) Thus we have Jr(#rx)
^rvalj; (a)

Let i? ]~[r ^1 Then i? ß p) R is an Eichler order of B of level a
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We will denote by E(a, n~) the level given by R*~ for the above choices of the

local orders Rx Also put

Ei(a,n~) {u <E E(a,n~), «i e/^iia for all 11 a}.

Note that for the level Ei(a,n~), the idele class group Cl^-(Ei(a, n-)) is the

ray class group Cl^(a) of conductor a times all the archimedean primes Similarly
the infinite idele class group ZF(Y*i(a, n-)) is equal to the ray class group ZF(a)
of conductor ap°° times all the archimedean primes (in particular independent of
tt") For the levels E(a,tt_) we have Cljr(E(a,tr)) ClF(0F) C\F and

ZF(E(a,tr)) ZF(0F) ZF (here C\F Fx/F*öp is the strict ideal class

group of F, with similar remark applied to ZF)

Notation 2.5. For 77 a character of C\F (a), we will write Sk(a, n~, rj) for the space

5(Ei(a,n~), Vk, 77) If 77 is trivial then it is denoted as Sk(a,n~)

If <ï> <e Sk(a, n~, 77), then it is easy to check that

®(bu) ï/Cwr^Mp1 **(*)) for all w e E(a,n-),è€fix.

Here if m € E (a, tt_), and wr a^ J j e I^a for 11 a, then r](u) is defined to be

the value of 77 on the idele that is equal to ax at places I dividing a, and equal to one

at the other places
In particular for levels E with Ei(a, n~) C E C E (a, n~) we have 5(E, Vk)

(J) Sk(a, n~, rj), where 77 ranges over the characters of Cl^-(E)
For Ei (a, n~) C E C E(a,n~) one can also define the Hecke operators Ux

for 11 n~ acting on 5(E, Vk), using the double coset Eju^Er. û^Ej;, with cûx a

uniformizer of the maximal order Rx of Bx (note that Er R*), 1 e if 11 n~, then

(Ux$>)(b)= <5>(bcùx)

Suppose now that E E(a, n~), and that I is a prime that divides a Define the

trace operator

Tr*^ Sk(a,n-)^Sk(f,n-)
as follows Given a form <ï> € Sk(a, n~),

al (Ertr'Qigtr) if I V ¦

Here {tr} run over a set of left coset representatives of I^n-i modulo L-« where

n vali (a) (if « 1 then L-k-i is interpreted as GL2(0Fl)) For example if I
divides a exactly (1 e n 1) then one can take {xr} with r indexed by Pl(kx), as

0
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for r € kx, and

A form $ € Sk(a, n~) is said to be new at I, if

Tr«r_1(O) 0.

Otherwise it is called old at I.

2.4. Measure-valued forms. In this section, we define measure-valued forms. First
recall the definition of some relevant Iwasawa type algebras.

Let rt+ be an ideal relatively prime to p n~. Consider the level E E(rt+, tt_).
In this case Clj?(E) CIF and ZF("L) ZF.

Denote by GF the kernel from ZF to C\F :

1 —>¦ GF —>¦ ZF —>¦ C\F —>¦ 1.

Then GF can be described as follows. Denote by c the closure in Op of the group
of totally positive units of OF. Then

GF 0FJc.
Each of the profinite abelian groups ZF, GF is a (non-canonical) direct product

of its finite torsion part and a Z^,-free part. The Leopoldt conjecture predicts that
these have Z^-rank one, but we do not need this in the sequel.

Put

XF=ilomcts(GF,£pc)
known as the (C^-points of the) weight space (in [21], Section 3, the weight space
is defined to be Homcts(Zj?, Cx). But as in the sequel [22], the above definition is

more natural, especially when one is dealing with forms ofnon-parallel weight).
Inside dcF is the set of classical weights defined as follows.
For integer k > 2, and £ a finite order character of Gj?, the pair (k, £) defines an

element Pkiç € %F, called a classical weight, given by

Pk,i(a) f (a)xF,cyci(a)k-2 %(a) MFv/Qp(a)k~2 for a € GF.

(Note that the norm map

^fv/qp:0Fv^^p
factors through

*FP/Qp:GP GiJc^Z*) (2.4)
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For the purpose of this paper, it suffices to consider those weights with £ trivial,
in which case we denote the weight by Pk As we will see below, the weights Pk
parametrize family of automorphic forms ofparallel weight k.

Let AF be the completed group algebra of G^ with coefficients in Zp:

AF ZplGpl
Elements of XF Homcts(Gf ,CX) extend by continuity to algebra homomor-

phisms from AF to <CP.

In the case F Q, then
Xq z,p;]|.

As usual, let A C Aq be the Iwasawa algebra:

A ZPl\ + pip}].

The projection map to the one-units,

(•):Z*^\+pZp,
induces the projection

Aq -> A.

We denote by coF := /F,cycl(/F,cycl)_15 the Teichmüller character of F. As a

Hecke character its conductor is equal to p times the product of all the archimedean

places. We have coF 0)q o jV*F/q.
Let A^ C C^[[/: — 2]] be the subring consisting ofpower series (with <Cp

coefficients) that are convergent in some /7-adic neighbourhood of 2. We have the usual

embedding

A ^ A1",
(2-5)

[a] ^(k^ ak~2);

here [a] is the group algebra element associated to a € 1 + pZp. The image of A
in A* is called the set of Iwasawa functions. If A is an Iwasawa function, then it
converges on the region ordp(k — 2) > 1 —r. For A € A, and k € Zp, we will
denote by X(k) the evaluation of A at k. Similarly if A € Aq, then we denote by
X(k) the value X(k), where A is the image of A under the map Aq —>¦ A.

The norm map (2.4) induces the map on the completed group algebras:

AF -> Äq (2.6)

and the weights Pk factor through (2.6). (For this reason the weights Pk are also

referred to as cyclotomic weights.)
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Denote by (Op )' the set of primitive elements of Op 0Fp ® ®FV, i-e->

elements such that at least one of the coordinates lies mop. Consider the space
>2

V
(Op Y induces the action of GF on X.

The space of continuous <CP-valued functions on X is equipped with the right
action of GL2(0F given by

of orbits X := c \(Op )', where c acts diagonally. The diagonal action of Op on

(f\g)(x,y) f(ax + by,cx + dy) for* (* b\ e GL2(0Fv). (2.7)

Let <£>* be the corresponding space ofmeasures, i.e., its continuous C^-dual. <£>*

inherits the dual action of Op and GL2(Opv): for //. € <£>*, and S an open compact
subset of X,

/ f(x,y) d(c<fi) / /(cx,cy) dfi fore e Opv,

f d(g-fi)= f\g dfi for g € GL2(0Fp).
s Jg-1 s

The action of Op and hence G^ on iD* extends by continuity to give the structure

of a AF -module on <£>*.

Let J? := F2-{0,0}. Put Y := c \W, so we have the natural inclusion X^+Y.
Let <£> be the space of compactly supported measures on Y. <£> is equipped with the

action of GL2(Fp) similar to the action of GL2(0Fv) on <£>* defined above, i.e., if
fx' € <£>, and S' an open compact subset of Y, then for g' € GL2(FV), and /' a

continuous function on Y,

f f'd(g'-ti')= f f'\g' dp' (2.8)
JS' Jig*)-1*'

(with /'|^' being given by the same formula as (2.7)).
There is an inclusion map s : <£>* °^ <£> obtained by identifying elements of <£>*

as measures on Y that are supported on X. On the other hand, restriction ofmeasures
induces the projection map p : <£> —>• <£>*.

Given /a € £>*, and g € M2(Ofv) H GL2(Fp), define

g*ft:= p(g-sQi)).

Then it is easy to check that this defines a left action of the semi-group M2(Opv) fl
GL2(Fp) extending that of GL2(0Fp) (we denote this action by * in order to distinguish

this from the action of GL2(i7p) on <£>; indeed * does not extend to an action
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of GL2(FV)) Concretely, given a continuous function / on X, and S C X open
compact, element g € M2(Opv) D GL2(.FP) and fl € £)* we have

f d(g*fi)= / f\g dix.
S Jg-1(ß)nx

Hence g -k fi is supported on g(X) fl X In particular if g € M2((9pp) fi GL2(FP),
and S C X such that g-1 S C X, then for /a € £)* we have

fdg*fi= f\g dfi= / f\g dfx= \ f d(g-s(fx)).
S Jg-1(S)nx Jg-t-iS) JS

Definition 2.6. Let s <E Zp A function / on X is said to be homogeneous with
respect to the weight character [XF,cyc\Y', if

/(cx,cy) {XF,cyd(c)Yf(x,y) {J/fv/qp(c))s f(x,y)
for any c e_ Op

Definition 2.7. We put

^cycl

and similarly

£>r =<d*®x.

(here (§) is the completed tensor product over Zp) Elements of 5(E, M), where

M £)*, £)^c or £)^c will be referred to as measure-valued forms

As in Section 2 1 we have an action of Fx on 5(E, £>*), namely if z € Fx, then

it takes $oü € 5(E, £>*) to the form $^, where ^(b) $co(zb) for b e B*
This action factors through ZF On the subgroup Gp of ZF, this action is consistent
with the action of G^ C AF on £)* ifz € Fx whose class z in Z^- lies in G^-, then

^(zè) z~l - ^(è) for è (E ßx.

Similar remarks apply to 5(E, £)^c 5(E, £)^c
Homogeneous functions with respect to the weight character {XF,cycÙ 2 f°r some

k € Zp can be integrated against elements of £)^c, and also against the elements of
£)^c '' ifk is j9-adically sufficiently close to 2 suppose//. X\fi\ +- **+Ar/Ar, with
/Ai € £>*, Ai € Aq, andk e_Zp Then if / is homogeneous of weight [XF,cyc\) 2,

the formula

j f dfi y^l^k) / / dfit
Jx l=1 Jx
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is well defined
Elements of 3ìk give homogeneous functions ofweight {XF,cyc\) 2 by linearity,

it suffices to consider P ®aPa, a pure tensor, with Pa <E Sym^- for each

<j Fv r—ï <Qp Then the function

fP(x,y) co2F-k(x) W P0(x°, y°) (2 9)
o

is a homogeneous function of weight [XF,cyc\) 2 °n X Here (ûp is interpreted as

the identity function ifk 2 mod p—\ Otherwise, rfk is not congruent to 2 modulo

p — 1, then we take the convention that (Op~k(x) 0 if (x, y) ^ c \(Op ~xOFv) It
can be shown that the association P h-> fp is înjective

Definition 2.8. Put X' c \(Op x pOFp) C X Then for integer k > 2, the

specialization to weight k map is given by

fi^(P -^ I fp dfi).
JX'

The same formula defines specialization map pk on £)^c, and on £)^c if/: is

sufficiently close to 2 j9-adically The maps pk are surjective for each k > 2

The specialization map pk respects only the action of /i)P More precisely, for
k > 2, and fl € £)*, £)^c (or £)^c if/: is j9-adically sufficiently close to 2)

pjt(w - fx) (op~k(u)(u - pk(fi)) for J/ € /p.

In particular it respects the action of Iv if k 2 mod /? — 1

Recall that E E(tt+,tt-) Put E' E n E(p,n") S(pn+,nl ì e, E'
is the level obtained from E by replacing Ep GL2(Opv) by Iv Similarly put
E j E fi Ei(p,n~) The specialization map pk £)* -> V& induces

At,* 5(E,£)*)^5(E;,^). (2 10)

Similarly we have specialization maps pkt* on 5(E, £)^c and on 5(E, £)^c if
k is sufficiently close to 2 j9-adically More precisely If O^ € 5(E, £)^c then
there is a j9-adic disk U C Zp around 2 such that <&k pk!*(^oo) is defined for all

k e_ U fl Z-2 This can be seen using the finiteness of the double coset BX\BX/ E
Hence elements of 5(E, £>*), 5(E, £)^c and 5(E, £)^c give rise to j9-adic

families of forms As usual p appears in the level under specializations, corresponding
to the phenomenon of removal of the Euler factor at p It is also immediate from
the definitions that the map pks* commutes with the Hecke operators Tx and Txtx for
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I \ p n+ n~ (and also with the Ux with 11 n+ n~) On the other hand, the action of
Tp on iS(E, £)*) (defined because p \ n+) is actually transferred to the action of t/p
on S(Tj\ Vk) In other words, we have the following

Proposition 2.9. Suppose €>oo € 5(E, £)*) vfztó E as above. Fork > 2 integer, put
®k PkA^oc)- Then

PkATv®oo) Uv<S>k.

Without interrupting the mam reasoning of the paper we refer the reader to
Appendix II for the proof

2.5. p-adic deformations of quaternionic eigenforms. With notations as in the

previous section, note that the specialization map (for k sufficiently close to two
/7-adically)

pkt* S(V,3)T^)^S(Vl,Vk)
is a map of A ' -modules, with the action of A € A' on Sk(Ti\, Vk) being given by
multiplication by X(k)

Let T be the free polynomial algebra over Z in the symbols {Tx} for primes
I \ n+ n~ (in particular for Tp), Ux for 11 n+ n~, and Txtx for I | p n+ n~ The

algebra T acts on 5(E, £)^c and ^(Ej, Vk), we caution here that the symbol
Tp € T acts on jS(Ei Vk) via the operator t/p The map pks* is then a map of
T ®% A'-modules

A form <ï> € ^(Ej, Vk) is called an eigenform if it is an eigenvector for the

action of T In this case <ï> has a nebentype and we denote the eigenvalue of Tx for
I \ p n+ n~, resp Ux for 11 p n+ n~, as C(l, O) In this case the eigenvalues are

actually algebraic integers It is called ordinary at p, if the t/p-eigenvalue is a p-adic
unit

Similarly, a form $00 € S(E,£)* ' is called an eigenform if it is an eigenvector
for the action of T (x) A ' as a A'-module, 1 e, the eigenvalues are in A' (there is

a uniform radius of convergence for the whole package of eigenvalues) Denote by
C(I, $00) € A"f the eigenvalue for Tx when I \ n+ n~, and Ux if I | n+ n~ The form
$oo is called ordinary at p if C(p, $oo) € (A^)x

Suppose that $00 € 5(E, £)^c is an eigenform Then there is a character

7700 on ZF with values in (A^ )x such that Txtx^oo *7ooC0_1 ^00 for I | p n+ n~
(here 77^(1) 7}oc(7tx) with jïï a uniformizer of Fx, the existence of 77^ follows
from the density theorem of Cebotarev, which asserts that the classes of 7tx in ZF
for I \ p n+ n~ are dense in ZF) Assume that <ï>2 is not identically zero Let U
be a j9-adic disk around 2 so that the specializations <&k £&,*(<£00) are defined
for k <E U fi Z-2 and not identically zero Then the forms <&k are eigenforms We

claim that the nebentype of Qk is given by the character i](Op on Cl^(p), where
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77 772 is the character on ClF given by the image of r}^ under the evaluation at 2

map A i-> A(2) for A € A*. Indeed, we know that in any case $£ has a nebentype
character rjk on C\F(n), satisfying

Tx,x^k Mlk-2rik(l)-l^k.

Hence

ï/oo(I)(*) M t2~k rç*(I) fork e un Z^2.

It follows that the element (JV I) • r}^(l)(k) € A^ (here k is a variable) can
take only finitely many values as k ranges over U fl Z-2, hence must be a constant
equal to ^(I)(2) 772(F). The claim follows. In particular, when k € U fl Z-2
and k 2 mod p — 1, the nebentype of $£ is given by 77 772, and <&k is of level

E(p rt+, n~) (instead ofjust E(n+, n~) fl Ei(p, n-)).
We now state a version of Hida's theory on lifting eigenform to a /?-adic family,

in the style of Greenberg-Stevens [16]:

Theorem 2.10. Let <£> $2 € 5(E(pn+,n_), V2) be an eigenform that is p-
ordinary, and is new at primes dividing rt+. Then there is an eigenform <É>oo €

5(E(tt+,tt-), £>?cl,t) such that p2)*($00) *2-

Theorem 2.10 canbeproved using the method of [1 ] and [21 ]. For the convenience

of the reader we give a sketch of proof in Appendix II.
For k € U n Z^2, the eigenform $* € 5(E(tt+, tt_) n Ei(p, rr), V*, r}(ü2fk)

corresponds to a unique normalized cuspidal Hilbert eigenform over F under the

Jacquet-Langlands' correspondence (for the definitions regarding Hilbert modular
forms, we refer to [26], Section 2; here a Hilbert modular form f is called normalized if
the normalized Fourier coefficient C(0F, f), in the notation of [26], Section 2, is equal
to one). More precisely, there is a unique normalized cuspidal Hilbert eigenform fk
ofparallel weight/:, level p n+ n~, that is new at primes dividing rt+ n~ and ordinary
at p, such that the Hecke eigenvalues of fk and <&k with respect to T coincide (again
the symbol Tv acts as the operator Uv on f^). Remark that for normalized eigenform
fk, the eigenvalues of fk with respect to the Hecke operators Tx for I \ p rt+ n~ (resp.
Ux if 11 p rt+ rt_) are given by the normalized Fourier coefficient C(l, fk). Thus we
have C(l, fk) C(l, <&k) for all primes I, and the nebentype of fk and <Ê>£ coincide.

The family of eigenforms {fk}keUnZ^2 forms the set of specializations of a
Amadio form foo, called the Hida family lifting f2 (cf. [26], Section 4). The A '-adic form
foo is determined by the data of its normalized Fourier coefficients C(m, f^) € A^
for all ideals m of 0F, and is defined as follows. For I a prime put

c(r,f00) c(r,$00)
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and define C(m, foo) for other m by the formal equality

y^C(m,f00)=n 1

^ Mm" \i\-c(u00)Mrs+r)oo(^)-l^r2s' '" '

Here rj^ is the character on ZF associated to <É>oo as above, and 7700(1) îîooOtt) if
I { p n+ rt_, and zero otherwise. Equation (2.21) means that foo is an eigenform for
the action ofHecke operators acting on A^-adic forms oftame level rt+ n~, and f^ has

the property that its weight/: specialization is the eigenform fk ofparallel weight/: for
k e U n Z-2. It is ordinary at p (in the sense that C(n, foo) C(n, $00) € (At)x),
which thus defines an algebra homomorphism of Hida's universal ordinary Hecke
algebra of tame level rt+ n~ lifting f2 ([21], Section 3). We remark that in [21],
Theorem 3.6, one starts with f2 and constructs foo directly on the Hilbert modular
side independently of $00 By loc. cit. the Hida family foo is unique.

In the rest of the paper, the form $ $2 to start with is assumed to have trivial
nebentype, so that $ € S2(nn+ ,n~), and we only need to look at the weight k
specializations $£ of $00, with k € U fl Z-2, and k 2 mod p — 1, so that
§k eSk(nn+,xr).

2.6. Another description of quaternionic forms. Consider the case where E
E (a, it-) for some ideal a (a will be either rt+ or p tt+). The theorem of the norm
and the strong approximation theorem (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 in Chapter 3 of [34])
gives a decomposition

h

Bx \_\BxxiBp<E, (2.12)
i=i

where Xi € B* satisfies (x*)p 1> and such that the reduced norms Nrd^/j?(xt) €

F*, for i 1,..., h, give a complete set of representatives of the strict ideal class

group C\F of F. More precisely if y € B*, then the unique index i of (2.12) to
which y belongs is determined by the condition that the class of'Nrdß/F(yx1~1) in
CIF is trivial (note that under our assumption that p is inert in F, the image of F?
in CIF is trivial).

For i 1,..., h define

r, Tf(a,n-) := {y € 5x,n € (xt)x Er (x^1 for I ^ p},

r£ rf(a,tr) {ye Ti(a,n-), Nrd5/F(y) € 0Ft+}.
(2.13)

Here Op + Op n F* is the group of totally positive units of 0F. Note that

Ri := B nxiRxf1 is an Eichler order of B of level a, and Tt Ri[j]x. If y € ft,
then ~Nrdß/F (y) € 0F [—]x fl F?. Note also that if a and a' are two ideals relatively
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prime to tt_ that are equal except at the place p, then 1;(a, rt_) ft (a7, n~) and

similarly for the IV For the /7-adic constructions we embed Tj as a subgroup of 2?X,

and hence subgroup of GL2(FV) via ip. In the following, we will usually omit the

explicit reference to the isomorphism ip.
Using (2.12), we have a bijection

h

yfA£p7Ep^>Z?x\£7S, (2.14)

i=i
where for g € i?x, the class of g in Tf\B*/ Ep gets mapped to the class of Xf - g m

BX\B*/Z.
Using (2.14), we see that a form $ € Sk (a, n~) can be identified as an Ä-tuples of

function (j)1,..., (f)h on GL2(FP), by the rule: (f)l(g) $(Xi • g), for i 1,..., h.

The functions </>*, satisfy:

*£Sci(*)(w_1 *#'(*)) foryeTi,geGL2(Fp),ueEp,zeFx.
'

Similarly if $oo € 5(E(n+, n~), £)^c is as in the statement ofTheorem 2.10,
then it can be identified as an h-tuple (p^,... ,4>oo on GL2(.FP), with ^^(g)
*oo(*i •#)¦ We have

0jo(y^^) »ïoo^r1«"1*«^) for Y e ft, g e GL2(Fp), ueXp,ze Fx.

Note that this description is similar to the description of automorphic forms on
GL2(AF), in terms ofvectors of Hilbert modular forms, cf. Section 2 of [26].

This description is more convenient for local constructions. On the other hand, the

original description as in Definition 2.2 is more convenient for global constructions
(e.g. CM points as in Section 4).

2.7. Lattices and Bruhat—Tits tree. We can phrase the description ofautomorphic
forms on5x given in Section 2.6 in terms of the Bruhat-Tits tree. First consider the
level E(a,rt_) with a rt+. Let $ € 5^(rt+,rt_), corresponding to an Ä-tuple:
(<fi1,..., <fi as in the previous section. For each i 1,..., h, define a function c^i
on the set of all lattices of Fp ® Fp as follows: given a lattice L, let gL € GL2(FP)
be such that L gt(Opv © Opv), define

c^(L) gL-4>l(gL).

By (2.15), this is well-defined independent of the choice of gL- It also follows from
(2.15) the following property:

céi (yL) y • céi (L) for y € ft (n+, vT).
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In particular,

Cp(pL) pd{k-2)Cp(L) qk-2c^(L).

Similarly, suppose we take a p n+ If <ï> € Sk(v n+, it-), then corresponding
to the /z-tuple (<f>1,..., (f> we can define functions (c\,... c^), where c+i is a

function on pairs of lattices

L2 C L\ of index equal to q

by the rule

Cp(L1,L2) gL-<Fl(gL) (2 16)

with gL e GL2(Fp), such that gL(0Fp ® 0Fp) Lu gL(0Fp ep 0Fp) L2
We have

Cp(yLi,yL2) y -c^(Li,L2) forali y e ft(pn+,n"),

cp (pL i, pL2) qk~2cM (L i, L2).

In both cases, we denote by c$ the vector of functions {c^i }f=1
When/: 2, the functions Cm (L), Cm (L\,L2) factor through homothety classes

of lattices and pairs of lattices respectively, hence correspond to functions on the set

of vertices %, respectively edges S(T), of the Bruhat-Tits tree T of PGL2(FP) (by
an edge it is always understood to be oriented)

The set of even (resp odd) vertices of the T, noted as Tq (resp T(f), is the set of
vertices whose distances to the class of the lattice 0Fp ® 0Fp is an even (resp odd)
integer An edge will be called even (resp odd) if its origin is even (resp odd), and

we denote by &(T)+ the set of even edges (resp 8(T)~ for the set of odd edges)
On forms of weight two, the Hecke operators Tv, Uv has the following interpretation

Ctv®(L) J2 c*(£).
Lei

cup$(Li,L2)= ^2 c$(L2,L),
LcL2

where the first sum runs over the q + 1 sub-lattices L of L of index equal to q The

second sum runs over the sub-lattices L of L2 of index equal to q, other than pLi
Suppose that <ï># € Sk(n+, n~) is an eigenvector for the Hecke operator Tp, with

eigenvalue C(p, <ï>#) Assume that $# is ordinary at p (ì e C(p, <ï>#) is a j?-adic unit)
Let a (p, 0#) be the unit root of the characteristic polynomial

x2-C(T?,$P)x+qk-1. (2 17)
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Then we can define $ € Sk(n rt+, rt_) to be the form whose associated function c<j>

satisfies

qk~2
c$(Li,L2) c$#(L2) ——z-c^Lx), (2.18)

a(p, <PS)

which is an eigenvector for Up with eigenvalue a(p, $ as is easily verified. We

call $ the p-stabilization of $#. It is easy to check that Trp" <É> (a - ^—)$#
(where a a(p, $#)). Hence $ is old at p (in the sense of Section 2.3).

We now come back to the setting as in the introduction, namely we take a cuspidal
Hilbert eigenform f of parallel weight two, with conductor prt+rt_. Since f is

supposed to correspond to an elliptic curve E/F, we assume that the normalized
Fourier coefficients C(m, f are all (rational) integers. As fisnew at all prime dividing
rt_, it corresponds under the Jacquet-Langlands' correspondence to an eigenform
$ € S2(n rt+, rt_), which is unique up to scalar multiples in Cx. Since the Hecke

eigenvalues of $ are integers, we can actually choose $ so that the values taken by
<£> are integers.

As p exactly divides the conductor off, we have C(p,f)2 1 ([36], Lemma 1.4.5).
In particular f and hence $ are ordinary at p. Now by Theorem 2.10, we can lift
the eigenform $ $2 to an eigenform <Ê>oo € 5(E(rt+, rt_), £>^c which
corresponds to the Hida family foo of cuspidal Hilbert eigenforms lifting f f2. If U is

a p-adic disk around two such that the weight k specialization maps are defined for
k € U n Z-2, then $£ corresponds to fk under the Jacquet-Langlands' correspondence

(the conductor ofeach fk divides p rt+ n~ and is divisible by rt+ rt_). We only
need to look at the specializations <É>£ and fk, with k 2 mod p — 1, in which case

§k eSk(nn+,xT).
Now since the forms fk and <&k are ordinary at p, Lemma 1.4.5 of [36] implies

that fk and hence <É>£ cannot be new at p, when k > 2, k 2 mod p — 1. For k > 2,

k 2 mod p — 1, denote by ff the unique normalized cuspidal Hilbert eigenform
of parallel weight k, conductor rt+ n~, such that fk is the p-stabilization of fjf (for
the definition of p-stabilization ofHilbert modular forms see [26], equation (4.15)).
Put O^ € Sk(n+, n~) to be the unique eigenform on Bx that corresponds to f| under
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, and such that (2.18) is satisfied (although
the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence determines $^ only up to scalar multiples,
equation (2.18) fixes the choice for $| uniquely). For notational consistency we
put f| f2, and $2 $2 (here we are using a different convention as compared
to [4], where they put ff 0, $f 0). As in the situation of (2.17) and (2.18),
for k > 2 we have C(p, ^>k), the Uv eigenvalue of $£, is equal to oc(n, <É>?), and

similarly C(p,f^) a(p,f^), where a(p,fjf) is the /7-adic unit root of the Hecke

polynomial X2 — C(p, f%)X + qk~l (for <3>2 and f2 we put a(n, $^) := C(p, $2),
a(p,f*):=C(p,f2)).
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We put a(x>,k) := C(n, $oo) € A^ (here k € U as a variable). Then we have

a(p,£) a(p,$f) a(p,ff)for/: € U nZ^2,k 2 mod p-\.
2.8. Some lemmas. We maintain the notations of sections 2.6 and 2.7. Thus let
^oo € 5'(E(rt+,rt_), £>*c be a measure-valued form, which corresponds, as in
Section 2.6, to an A-tuple ((p^, ¦ ¦ ¦, $oo)- Let U be a /?-adic neighbourhood of 2 such
that for k € C/ fl Z-2, the weight k specializations <É>£ of $oo is defined. For k 2

mod /? — 1, we have $£ € Sk(n it+, rt_). If/: > 2, then $£ is the p-stabilization of
*| € Sjfc(tt+, it"). Let (^,..., #£) and ((^f)1,..., (4>f)h) be the corresponding
A-tuples of functions on GL2(FV) respectively.

Recall from Section 2.4 that <£> is the space of compactly supported Cp-valued
measures on Y c \ 19. Put iO^1 £> <g> r Äo and iD^1'1" iO^1 <g> A a*. At,Api^a^^- --«s- ^A(§)(9C^
so that the injection s : <£>* °^ <£> (extension by zero outside X) induces the injection
s: £)£ycl't ^ iD^1'1". We identify iD^01'1" with its image in $y*àA via the map s.
Elements of £)cycl»1' can be used to integrate functions on Y that are homogeneous of
weight {XF,cyc\)k~2 fork € U.

Recall that we have an action ofGL2(FV) on <£> as in (2.8). Extend it to an action

on iO^01»* in the natural way (i.e., trivial action on the factor A '

Definition 2.11. For a lattice L of Fv © .Fp and « € 1,..., h, define the element

fii,L € iD^1'1" by

/M,L gL • <ploc(gL),

where gL € GL2(FP) satisfies L gL(0Fp ®Opv).

For any compact open subset S ofY, and homogeneous function F on Y ofweight
{XF,cycl)k~2 with k e U,wq have

f F dfiîtL f F\gL d^gL).

It follows that the measure fif^ is supported on c\g^((Op )') c\Lr, where

L' {/ € L, / ^ i?L}, the set ofprimitive vectors of L.
We list several lemmas, whose proofs follow exactly as in Section 2.4 of [4], so

we just give the statements.

Lemma 2.12. For any y € ft(rt+,rt_), and F a homogeneous function ofweight
{XF,cyci) with k € U, we have, for S an open compact subset ofY, that

/ (F\y 1) dfii)YL / F dfiitL.
JyS Js
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Lemma 2.13. LetL2 C L\ be a sublattice ofindex equal to q. Thenfork € UnZ-2,
k 2 mod p — 1, and F a homogeneousfunction ofweight {XF,cyc\)

/ F dfiitL2 a(n,$k) / F dfiiiLl.
h \L'X nL'2 h \L'X nL'2

Lemma 2.14. With the notations ofLemma 2.13, we have, for P € Bk,

f P dfiîtLl=C<l>i(Li,L2)(P).

Proposition 2.15. With the above notations,

f P dfii,L a(V, Qk)(l - -J——)C{#)i(L)(P).
Jc\L' V a(n,<S>k)2) Wk>

2.9. Periods of forms of weight two. Let $=$26 S2(nn+,n~) be as in Section

2.7. Recall that we assume $ is normalized so that it takes integer values, hence

so are the functions c^i defined by (2.16).
Let

pr: cXW-^OFp)
be the natural projection map sending (x,y) € c\19 to ^ € P1(FV). For an even
lattice L define, for i 1,..., h,

/V =Pv*(ßi,L),

i.e., for any open compact V C ~Pl(Fv), and continuous function h on P1 (Fp),

j h dfip I hopr dfii^L
Jy Jpr-imnfcXLO1vr-l(V)n(c\L')

(note that fii^ is supported on c \L').

Lemma 2.16 ([4], Lemma 2.12). The measures fi^i do not depend on the choice of
the even lattice L.

Definition 2.17. PutGL+(Fp) := {g € GL2(FP), ord^, det(y) 0 mod 2}.

The group GL^Fp) preserves the set of even lattices. Also note that if y €
Tj fl GL^ (Fp), then Nrd#/j?(y) p2ru for some integer r and u € Op which
implies that p~ry € Tj.
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Lemma 2.18 ([4], Corollary 2.14). Fori 1,..., h, the measures fiM are invariant
under Ti, and satisfy

/^(P1(Fp)) 0. (2.19)

Let M M/fv be the rigid analytic /?-adic upper half plane defined over Fv.
The set of C^-points of M is given by M(€p) =Fl(€p) -Fl(Fp) €p - Fv. It
is equipped with the Möbius action of GL2(i*p):

a b\ _ az + b

c d) ~ cz + d'
Associated to the measures fiM- are the rigid analytic functions f^i (z) on M(<£.p):

f^(z) / : dfitfit).JpHFv)t-z
A direct calculation shows for any y € Tj, with (a 5) being the image of y in
Bx ^GL2(FP), we have

ffl(yz) ¥lrdB/F(y)-1(cz + d)2 f¥(z).
Put û)m := fj,i (z)dz. Then cum' is invariant under the action of Tj, hence defines a

rigid analytic differential form on the quotient Ti\J£.
For ti,t2 € M^p), define the period integral of Coleman:

/ (D¥ := / log (-—-M dfiM(t),

where log„ is Iwasawa's /?-adic logarithm, satisfying log„(p) 0. The following
relations hold:

Çl2 /**3 rTi
/ (»fi + / 0>4>i - \ co,

JZ\ H>T2 Jz!
(2.20)

Jzi

/ cop / ay foryeTf. (2.21)
Jyzi Jzi

Under our assumption on the normalization of $, the measure fiM- is Z-valued,
and we can define the multiplicative integral (for the precise definition see [12],
equation (5.8)):

It satisfies the multiplicative analogue of (2.20) and (2.21 We also have the formula
'Z2 ÇZ2

a>ói logp i (Déi.p
ri Jzi
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2.10. Periods and Hida families. Let Q„2d be the unramified quadratic extension

of Fp <Qpd. For x € Qp2d, let x be the image of x under the non-trivial element

ofGa\(q>p2dl%d\
For x € M(%2d) Qp2d - Fp, define

Lz := {(x, y) € F2, ordi,(x - xy) > 0}.

It is seen that Lz is a lattice of Fp 0 Fp. The reduction map from M(<Qpr) to To

(where Q^ is the maximal unramified extension of Q^,) sends x to the homothety
class of LT (see [14], Section 1.3). Denote by vz € Tq the class of LT.

By direct calculation, for any y (* J € GL2(irp),

LYZ=ptyLz, (2.22)

where ord^, ((det y)_1(cr + d)), which implies

Vyr yvT

for any y € GL2(FP).
An element x € M(^p2d is said to be even (resp. odd) if vT is even (resp. odd).

The set of even (resp. odd) elements is preserved by GL^Fp).
For any x € (Qpr)x, write (x) for the projection of x to the one-units, i.e.,

x p^Hxix)
with Çx a root ofunity of order prime to p. We make a definition.

Definition 2.19. Let F be a homogeneous function on c \1V of weight {XF,cyc\)s
for some s E Zp — {0}, and 5 C c \TV an open compact subset. Assume that i7 is

non-zero on 5. Define

j\ogpF(x,y) dfiîtLr(x,y):=s^j{F(x,y)Y Hk-2)dfH,Lr(x, y)
k=2

where k takes values in a /?-adic neighborhood of 2 It is not hard to verify that the
derivative exists.

Definition 2.20. For even x € XÜQp2d), define the function Fz on c \19 by

FT(x, y) := {MQp2d/Qp(x - xy)).

The function FT is homogeneous ofweight (XFtcycl)2- Note that we can also write

Fz(x, y) {Mfp/qp ((x - ty)(x - xy))).
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It is clear that Fz is nonzero on c \Lrz.
Define

V<T):= / lo%p F^x>yi d^ULx(x,y)
Jc\L'T

2~k(j /(F(x'y))^d^Lr(x,y)^
U'r

(2.23)

k=2'c\L

Proposition 2.21. For tany y € ft we /save

fy-(y*) fy'(r)-

Proof. The function (FT(x,y)) 2 is homogeneous of weight (/F,cycl) 2- For

y (a j) we have, with the notations of equation (2.22),

Fyz(x,y))^~ dfiULyr(x,y)
c\L'yr

:\L

Now by direct computation

/ {Fyx{x,y))k^ dfiîtptyLr(x,y)
Jc\p*yL'r

/ {(Fyz\pty)(x,y))~^Z dfiiiLr(x,y) (by Lemma 2.12).
Ml;

(det y \
^^¦J}-^r(x,y).

Hence

/ <^V(*>.y)>^ dfiîtLyr(x,y)
Je \L'vr'¦ \Lyr

dety V%2 f fc-2
(MQjzd/Qp \J^d)i J (Fz(x,y))^ dfxULr(x,y).

Taking derivative at k 2 and applying Lemma 2.18, the result follows. D

Thus the value of IM- (x) depends only on the image of x modulo Ti. By
multiplying x with an element of y € Ti with Nrd#/j?(y) p if necessary (that such

an element exists is seen by using Corollary 5.9 of [34], Chapter 3), one can always
normalize x to be even.

Let W(Qp2d) C M(Qp2d) be the set of even r's. It then follows that

ri\M'(QB2d)^Ti\M(qB2d).
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Lemma 2.22. Let L2 be a sublattice of L\ of index equal to q, and let e

([Li], [L2]) € S(T) denote the corresponding edge (goingfrom [Li] to [L2]). Then

for any x e M(<Qp2d),

f d
I logpFz(x,y) d(fiitL2 - fiitLl) 2—a(x>,k)

JcXL'nL' dk

ifa(n,®) 1,

k=2 ^i(e)

f d
I log Fz(x,y) d(fiîtL2 + fiitLl) 2—-a(x>,k)

JcXL^nL'z
- - - dk k=2

c&t{e)

ifa(n,§) -\.

Proof. For k € U fl Z-2,k 2 mod p — 1, we have by Lemma 2.13,

fa 2

(Fz(x,y))—d(fiUL2 ±fiitLl)

(a(n,k)±l) (Fz(x,y))^dfiîtLl.
'cXL^nL'

The result follows from taking derivatives, and using Lemma 2.14 which gives

/ 1 dfnlLl =cp(e). D
'\L^I \i^2

For an edge e of T, define \e\ to be 0 resp. 1, if e is even, resp. odd.

Lemma 2.23. LetL\, L2be even lattices ofFv 3) Fv, and V\, v2be the corresponding
vertices ofT. Then

/ log« Fz(x, y) d(fiitL2 -fii,Ll)
JcXL'iUL'z

4—a(V,k)dk k=2
J2 aie'c^(e)'

(2.24)

e: ni—»-H2

where the sum is over the oriented edges e in the path that goes from Vi to v2, and

dp Oi(n, <É>). Ifa(n, $) 1, then (2.24) holds without the parity condition on the

lattices.

Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 2.22, cf. the proof of Lemma 2.23 of [4].
D
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Proposition 2.24. For even X\,x2 € W(Qp2d),

^•(*2)-4K*i)

logpM® d/Qp {£**')+4ika(v-k)
*2

• valp I (D„

'ii
Ifa(j>, <£>) 1, then the equality holds without the parity condition on X\, x2.

Proof. Set Lj LT •. We have

V (*2> - V (*i) /
t

(log;, FZ2(x, y) - logp Fn (x, y)) dfxiM

+ / log» FZ2(x, y) d(fiUL2 - fiiM
Ml;uz4

The second term is handled by Lemma 2.23, together with the equality (which can
be proved as in [4], Proposition 2.15)

valp ± û)m-)= Y^ a^c¥ (e)-

For the first term:

'c\Li
/ log^ FZ2(x, y) - \ogp FZ1 (x,y)) dfiiM

f F
/ logp-^(x,y) dfiULl
Jc\Li i'ri

fx — x2y\

fx — x2y\
PHFv)l0gp ^^[x—x7y-)dß*1

l0gpM®p2d/®p± (Dp.
JZ\

Hence the proof of the proposition. D

2.11. The X-invariant. We now assume, as in the introduction, that E/F is an

elliptic curve over F, with conductor rt, with multiplicative reduction at p, and is

modular, i.e., it corresponds to a cuspidal Hilbert newform f fF of conductor tt,
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parallel weight 2, such that L(s, E/F) L(s, fF). Assume as in Section 2.7 that

rt can be written as rt p rt+ rt-, with <£> $£• corresponds to fF under the

Jacquet-Langlands' correspondence (normalized to take integer values).
Since E has multiplicative reduction at p, we have, by Tate's theory of /?-adic

umformization, a parametrization ®e/fv '¦

©e/fv--C;/Q^^E(Cp),
where QF € Fp Q d, with ord^ QF > 0, called the Tate period of E at the

prime p. The map ®e/fv is defined over Q„2^, i.e., equivariant with respect to the

action of Ga\(Qp/Q 2d) on both sides. Furthermore, if s € Gal(Qp2d/Qpd) is the

nontrivial element, then for z €

s(®E/Fv(z)) ap®EFv(s-z), (2.25)

where ap a(p, E/F) a(p, fg). Thus in particular, if av 1, i.e., E/F is split
multiplicative at p, then ®e/fp is defined over Fp.

Let E(<Qp2d)av C E(<Qp2d) be the subgroup consisting ofpoints P such that

s-. P =apP.

Then it follows from (2.25) that F(Q^2^)ap 0£:/Fp(Fp).
Let qF := <N F /q Qf. The X-invariant of F at p is defined as

log_ qF log- Jp
£p(E/F) -f^~ fp/p-f^-- (2-26)

valp QE y ordp qE

(Here fp /p is the residue field degree of Fp which, under our assumption that p is
inert in F, is equal to [Fp : Q^] [F : Q].)

By [26], Proposition 8.7,

dk
-l-Xv(E/F). (2.27)

In [26], this is proved by generalizing the argument of Greenberg-Stevens. Following

Section 2.7 of [4], we can give another proof, based on the theory of p-ad\c
umformization of Shimura curves; for more details, see Section 4.5 below. For any
i € {1,..., h), there exists even x € W(<Q>p2d), y € Tj, and non-zero Kj € Z such
that

(Déi Qnl (2.28)

>yz

ÛK1 0.

-E'

Now Propositions 2.21 and 2.24 imply that

^p^%2di^p\j v) +4^a(p'/c)L=2*valp(j
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Hence by equation (2.28), since K; ^ 0,

^P^%2d!^pQE + ^<V
so

1 log^Q d/Qp QE

-va\pQE 0,
k=2

-Traivi)dk k=2 4 valp Qe
1 logj, MFv/®p Qe 1

--XV(E/F)2 valp Qe 2

and the claim follows.
For any Q € Q* let logç, be the branch of the /?-adic logarithm such that

logs(g) 0,Le.,

logpô
logß0) log/-) - —p^ ord^O).

Using equation (2.26) and (2.27), we can restate Proposition 2.24 as follows:

Corollary 2.25. For even X\, x2,

Definition 2.26. Given a divisor with rational coefficients D € Div(r"j \M((£p)) ® Q
of the form D J2K rfcrtc> Wlth r*r € Q, rK € r"j\J<: (C/, define

More generally let D £*=1 A € ©f=1 DivfrA^^)) <g> Q. Define

h

I^(D):=J2^(F>i)-
i=l

Definition 2.27. Let / € Div0(J^"(Q_2</)) be a divisor of degree zero, say written
in the form

/ E<r« - *) (2-29)

with rK, rK € W(Q 2d). Define for * 1,..., h,

Uf'
„ Jzk

Zk

(Dqì [[f CO^i.
'/ K Jï*
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form of (2.29). For / E?=i /» € 0?=i Div°(^'(Q_2rf)), put

It is clear that this is well defined independently of the way / is written in the

'p2

h

w* n î °jó' -uiif
As a consequence ofCorollary 2.25 and Proposition 2.21, we see that the quantity

ÎOëgE^Qp2d/Qp[j ^*

depends only the image of / in ®j=i Div (Ti\W(Qp2d)). We can thus define, by
linearity, the quantity

"QE "' ^p2d/Vlp D

for D € ef=i Div°(rf\^'(Q^)) ® Q.
With these definitions, we can state the following form of Corollary 2.25:

Corollary 2.28. LerD € Viv°(Ti\M'(^p2d)) <g> Q. Then

I*(D) loggEJfQp2d/Qpyj: a*).

For future reference, we record the following formula. For a € Hom(F, Q^,)
Hom(Fp, Qp), let Ea/F°a be the elliptic curve obtained from E/Fp by conjugating
with o\ It is multiplicative at the prime pa of Fa above p, whose Tate period is given
by Qe

Proposition 2.29. For any z € F* we have

\o%qE(<MFMp z)= J2
_

loSQ% z°-

a&ttom(F,Q_p)

Proof This is a direct computation. D

3. Interpolation of special L-values along Hida family

3.1. Rankin L-functions. In this section we recall the formalism of Rankin L-
functions.

Let K/F be a quadratic extension of F. A Hecke character ty^ of K is said to be

anti-cyclotomic, if ifrg o c tfr^1 (here c is the non-trivial element of Gal(K/F)),
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and \jfK is trivial on the image ofAF m A£. Given a cuspidal Hilbert newform g over
F, and an anti-cyclotomic character tyx over K, one defines the Rankin L-functions
L(s,g/K,fK)asm[4l],[3$].

In this paper, we consider the particular case of genus characters. An anti-
cyclotomic character "fig is called a genus character if it is unramified, i.e., factors

through Pic(<9&-), and quadratic (namely of order dividing two). Genus characters

can be constructed in the following manner.
Let £ be the quadratic Hecke character of F, that corresponds, by class field

theory, to the extension K/F. Consider quadratic Hecke characters ty\, ty2 of F,
whose conductors are relatively prime to each other, and such that tyi • ijr2 £.

It follows from class field theory, the Hecke characters fa correspond to characters

of Gal(F/F). Let F^' /F be the quadratic extension of F cut out by fa, and let
F*u*2 be the composite of F^ and F*2 over F. Then F^'^/K is everywhere
unramified (including the archimedean places) quadratic extension.

Let ti € Gal(F^J' /F) be the nontrivial element. We have

Ga\(F^'*2/F) Ga\(F^/F) x Ga\(F*2/F),

and under this decomposition Ga^F^'^/K) {(1,1), (h,t2)}. Let fK be the

quadratic character ofGa\(K/K), that factors through Ga^F^'^/K), and is equal
to —1 on the nontrivial element ofGa^F^1'^2 /K). By class field theory, tfr^
corresponds to a Hecke character of K, which can be seen to be a genus character. The

bi-quadratic extension F*fl'*f2/F is called the genus field extension corresponding
to the pair fa, f2. We have F^1^2 K*K (the extension of K cut out by fK). If
one of fa, ijr2 is trivial, then F^1 '^2 degenerates to K

One has

lnd}lcfK fa®f2. (3.1)

Using (3.1), we have the factorization formula for the Rankin L-functions
associated to genus characters:

Us, g/K, fK) Us, g, fa) - Us, g, f2). (3.2)

In the rest of the section K/F is a CM extension.

3.2. Optimal em beddings. We maintain the notations of Section 2.3, regarding the

definite quaternion algebra B, and an Eichler order R of level a.

Definition 3.1. An optimal embedding of K into B of level a is a pair (ty, b) €

HomF(K, B) x B*/R* satisfying

ty(0K) bRb'1 n V(K).
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Given an optimal embedding (ty, b) of level a, define

Rb := B nbRb'1.

Then Ri is an Eichler order of level a, and 'ï' gives an embedding of (9% into Ri.

Proposition 3.2 (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [34]). Suppose that all primes dividing
a splits in K, while those dividing n~ are inert in K (this is known as Heegner
condition). Then optimal embeddings oflevel a exist.

The group i?x acts on the set of optimal embeddings by conjugation:

g-(ty,b) (gtyg-\gb). (3.3)

We denote by [ty, b] the conjugacy class containing (ty,b). The set of conjugacy
classes of optimal embeddings of level a is noted as EmbF(K, B,a).

The ideal class group Pic((9^) acts simply transitively on the set of conjugacy
classes of optimal embeddings: identify

Vic(0K) K*/KX®K;

then given p € Pic (Ok), we have

p.[ty,b] [typ,bp] := [ty,ty(p)b].

Write K F(X), with A2 € F being totally negative. Given ty € HornF (K, B),

let (acbd be the image of ty(X) in Bp ^GL2(FP). Define g* € S4 by the following
formula:

Ô* /¦ ir /i?t7 ® tf*'«7' Where

V\#F/Q&2)\aéHaaiFviih) (3.4)

qsv,a(Xa, Ya) ca(Xa)2 + (da - aa)XaYa - ba(Ya)2.

Up to the choice of sign for the square root, Q-y does not depend on the choice of
fc-2

X. For k > 2 even we denote by Q^,2 the element of S^ obtained from Qy in the

evident manner, i.e.,

*-2 / i \^r- ___ k-2

For g e B*, we have

ß*v*-i ^F/Q(Nrd5/F(^)) ßvl*"1. (3.5)
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Remark 3.3. Suppose that p is inert in K, so Kv Q„2^. Consider the polynomial

<?*,id of (3.4), with id the identity embedding of Fp Q„^ to <Q>P. We have the
factorization

qyiid cX2 + (d- a)XY - bY2 A(X - x^Y)(X - XyY), (3.6)

where A € Fx, and x-qi, x!^ € ^(Q„2rf) are the fixed points under the action of
ip(ty(K*)) on M(<Cp). We order Tip, x'^ in such a way that

ip(ty(a)) (jA a (ZA for all a e Kv. (3.7)

k-2
The element Q^z € S^ defines a function on F2, where for (x, y) € F2, we

have (in the notation of (3.6))

k—2 / <N p IPt, A \ ~^T~ k—7

Q7~(xty) J/Q") -JfQ^/Qrix-tvy)^-. (3.8)

Definition 3.4. Given 3 € Sjc(a, rt-), and an optimal embedding (ty, b), define the

pairing

E[ty] \-NrdB/F(b)\^Z E(b)(Q^\bv).

By equation (3.5), the value 3 [ty] depends only on the conjugacy class [ty, b].

3.3. Special value formula ofRankin L-functions. As in Section 3.1, let tyx be an
anti-cyclotomic character over a CM extension K of F. In this section, we state the

formula ofXue [38], that generalizes the works ofGross [18], Hatcher [20], and Zhang
[41]. We make some simplifying assumptions. Let 3 € 5^(a, rt-) be an eigenform,
with k > 2 even, that corresponds, under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, to

a Hilbert newform g of conductor rt art-. Assume that the conductor rt of g is

relatively prime to D%/F, the relative discriminant ideal of K over F. Finally we
assume that the character tyx is unramified.

Definition 3.5. The algebraic part of the central L-value L(k/2, g/K, x^k) 1S defined

to be

L«*(k/2,g/K,fK) := 4(k/1 ~ 1}' ^'MEÌLlOc/Li/K. fa). (3.9
OO^-2^ (g, g)

Here u^ [#£ : ®F]- The Peterson inner product (g, g) is normalized as follows:

2\d I i„|2(8ttT / lg| dh
'a£GL2(F)\GL2(Af)
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with dh the measure on GL2(AF) which induces the usual hyperbolic measure on
products of the Poincaré upper half plane, and normalized by the condition

volume of K^Iaf (n) 1
>

where tf«, ]~[v|oo so2^)= and IAF(n) fir fr^i»-

The Petersson inner product on the space of quatermonic forms Sjc(a,n~) is

defined as in Section 2.2 of [4]; see also Section 18 of [19]. Let U C B be the

F-subspace of dimension 3 consisting of elements of reduced trace zero, with right
action of 5X on U given by

u • b b~lub.

Define the non-degenerate B x-invariant symmetric bilinear pairing

[•,•]: UxU -+F,

[u,v] -TrdB/F(uv),

where Trd#/j? denotes the reduced trace of B, and v denotes the image of v under
the canonical involution of B For a: Fv ^^- <Q>p, there is an isomorphism

U ®F,a £p ^> SymJ

sending (^J) € U ®F,a€p to the element ca(Xa)2 +(da -acr)XcrYcr -bcr(Ycr)2
(cf. equation (3.4)); this isomorphism is Bx-equivariant, where 5X is the subgroup

of i?x of reduced norm one, acting on Syma via its image in Bv GL2(FP) (there
would be a twist by the inverse of the determinant on the right hand side, if one
considers the full action of 5X). For k > 2, even, we have a natural surjection

Sym*/2-1(Syn^)^SymJ-2,

hence we have a surjection

Upon dualizing, this induces the injection

P-(where (Sym*/2_1(t/ ®F,a C/0)* denotes the C^-dual of Sym*/2_1(tf ®F,a «

Now the symmetric F-bilinear pairing [•,•] on U induces the symmetric
bilinear pairing [•, •] a on U <g) F>cr <CP, which can be extended to Sym ' ~~ (U <g) FiCr <CP)

-p~
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by

[(Ui, Wjfc/2-l), (Vl, Vjfc/2-l)]jfc,a

£} [ul>vv(ï)]<r ¦¦¦[Uk/2-l,Vï)(k/2-l)]cr
V^S/c/2-1

with 5^/2-1 the symmetric group on k/2 — 1 letters. The non-degenerate pairings
[*>*]&,a allow us to identify Sym ' (U ®f,<j Cp) with its dual. We still denote

by [•> '\k,o the inner product induced on (Sym ' (U ®f,<j (£p))*, and by [•, •]£

®er [•, '\k,o the tensor inner product induced on ®c. F ^_q (Sym ' U ® FiCr C^,)*.
Its restriction to V^ is still noted as [•, •]£. By construction, it is 5x-invanant.

Now given 31, 32 € Sk(a,n~), define

<Bi, 32) J2 J-\^dB/F(b)\kf2[bp ¦ E:(b),bp ¦ E2(b)]L,

beB*\Bx/X(a,n-)

where for b E B*, we denote by ei the order of the group R^/Op, with Ri
Bx fl b'E(a,n~)b~1 the Eichler order of level a determined by g (each summand

depends only on the image of b in the double coset).
We now state the main formula of [38].

Theorem 3.6 ([38], Theorem 1.2). Under the assumptions made in the beginning of
this section,

L^(k/2,g/K,irK) —^— J2 lte(P)B[*12. (3-10)
v ' pePk(0K)

Here the absolute value in (3.10) is interpreted as

pePk(&K) pePk(&K) pePk(&K)

We remark that in [38], the unitary normalization of automorphic L-function is

used, so that in loc. cit. the central L-value occurs when s 1/2, and the Rankin
L-function that occurs there is the completed one:

(2n)-^^r(s + ^)2"4 + k-^,S/K.fK).
We also note that the normalization of the Petersson inner product ofHilbert modular
forms in Definition 3.5 above is different from [38], namely that the factor (8jr2)
does not occur in loc. cit.

One corollary ofXue's formula is the following algebraicity result:
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Corollary 3.7 ([38], Proposition 3.18). The value UA%k/2,g/K,fK) lies in
Q(g, ifffc), where Q(g, tyx) is the numberfield generated by the normalized Fourier
coefficients ofg and the values ofty^. More precisely, for any h € Aut(Q), we have

L^(k/2,g/K,fK)h L^(k/2,gh/K,fJt).

Here g is the cuspidal Hilbert eigenform that satisfies C(q., g C(q,g) and

fì hofK[2>\\

Remark 3.8. A more general special value formula, valid for more general ring class

characters tyx of K, was proved in the thesis of H. P. Yuan [39] (see also the recent
work of B. Howard [23]).

In the rest of the paper, we only consider the case where "fig is a genus character.

3.4. p-üdic interpolation. We now interpolate the algebraic part of the special
values of the Rankin L-functions, using (3.10). In the rest of the section, the level a

will be taken to be rt+, so E E(rt+, rt-) as in Section 2.4.

We first give another description of optimal embeddings. Recall the statement of
strong approximation (2.14): for the fixed choice of elements {Xi}^=l C d, with
(xi)p — 1, we have a decomposition

h

|JfA5pX/JRpX^5x\5x/Äx
ï=i

sending the class ofan element g € B£ of the i-th component on the left to the double
coset on the right defined by Xtg.

Hence we can identify EmbF(K, B, rt+), the set of conjugacy classes of optimal
embeddings of level rt+, as a subset of elements of

h

|JfA(Hom6)F(^[l],Äf[}])xJBpX/(Äf)J)
Ì=1

h
(311)

S \J ff\(Hom&F(0K[^], Äf[1]) x GL2(Fp)/ GL2(<9^)),
ï=i

where Ri B fl XtRx~l.
Write [ty, g]i for a conjugacy class ofoptimal embedding, identified as an element

that belongs to the i-th component of (3.11). Pick a representative (ty, g)i for the

class [ty, g]i. Define Lip := g(0Fp © 0Fv). By the optimality condition, and that

(xi)p 1, one sees that Ly is stable under the action of ip(ty(@g <g> %p)). Define

|L*|, the generalized index of L*, as | det g \~^ qwAP Mg.
'— F
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In this notation, if [ty] [ty, g]i, and 3 corresponds to the h-tuple (^1, • • •, ç
then

E[ty] iNidj/^Xfl^lLvI^CjfCLvKß^2). (3.12)

In particular, the expression on the right hand side of (3.12) depends only on the class

[%g]t-

Remark 3.9. If p is inert in K, then Ly and LT^ are homothetic. Indeed, their
homothety classes define the unique fixed point of the action of ip(ty(K£)) on the

Bruhat-Tits tree. Also notice that the image of xy in Ti\M(Qp2d) ri\W(Qp2d)
depends only on the class [ty, g]i.

Definition 3.10. Define the region L^ C Ly as follows. If p is inert in K, then

L^ := L(p. While if p splits in K, then Ly admits a basis (v\, v2) consisting of
eigenvectors under the action of ip(ty(ÖK®%p))- We define L^ := Op V\xOp v2.

Lemma 3.11.

ordp(Qy(x, y)) ord^, \Ly\ for(x,y) e Ly.

Proof. Since p pop is unramified in K, we can write K F(X), with X2 €
F totally negative, and ord^, X2 0. As above Ly g (Op Then as in [4],

Lemma 3.7, one can show, for any a € Hom(Fp, Q^), that

ord^, qy,a(xcr, ya) ord^, det g on Ly.

Hence onl^ one has

ord^, Qy(x, y)= ^ ord/> a^Ax° > ya) X! ord^ detg ord^ '^*''
cr: Fv^Qp a:Fv^Qp

D

Definition 3.12. We refer to the notation of Sections 2.5 and 2.7. Associated to the

Hida family foo, and optimal embedding [ty] [ty, g]t of level rt+, define the /?-adic
analytic function X^f^/K, ty, k) of the variable k € U:

£p(foo/K,ty,k) := {\^rdB/F Xilp)1^ f {Q~f)dtiUL^. (3.13)

The function Xpifoo/K, ty, k) depends only on the class [ty, g]t by equation (3.5).
Given a genus character "fig of K, define

£p(foo/K,fK,k) := J2 fK(p)£p(Soo/K,typ,k).
pePk(&K)
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We have the interpolation formula:

Theorem 3.13. Suppose that p is inert in K. Then for k € t/ fl Z>2, k 2

mod 2(p — 1),

£P(foo/K,fK,k)2 <$£,$£Mp,/:)2(i --^-j^) L^(k/2,fk/K,fK).

For k 2we have Xp(foo/K, ^jc, 2) 0.

Proof. When k > 2 this follows by combining Proposition 2.15, Theorem 3.6,
Lemma 3.11 and equation (3.12). That Xp(foo/K, x^k > 2) 0 follows from equation
(2.19). D

Note: The function X^f^/K, ty^,k) essentially interpolates the square root of
the algebraic part of the central L-values L ë(k/2, f^, tfr^) along the Hida family,
hence the name square root p-adic L-function in [4].

We need a corresponding result, when p splits in K

Theorem 3.14. Suppose that p splits in K. Then if^K. corresponds to apair (ty\, ijr2)

ofHecke characters ofF, we have

Xp(f00/K,irK,2)2 {$,$)(l-^^) L»xH\,ï2/K,tK) (3.14)

andfork € U n Z>2, k 2 mod 2(p - 1),

Xpttoo/K,fK,k)2

($|,$|)a(p,^2(l-^^)W/24/^to (3'15)

Proof. The proof is the same as in [4], Theorem 3.12, again using Proposition 2.15,
Theorem 3.6, and Lemma 3.11. D

Remark 3.15. Using the more general formula of [39] for the specialvalues ofRankin
L-functions, it should be possible to construct the two-variable anti-cyclotomic p-
adic L-function, attached to the Hida family foo and ring class characters of the CM
extension K/F. Then the function Xp (foo/K, tyx, k) would just be the special value
of the two-variable /?-adic L-function, evaluated at central critical points and at the

unramified character tyg.
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Suppose now that p is inert in K. Corresponding to [ty] and the genus character

i^K, we form the divisor

h

p&¥k(&K) i \

Here the divisor of xyp lies in the i-tn component, if i is the index of the component
of (3.11) to which [typ] belongs.

Proposition 3.16. In the above notations, we have

d_

Jk—Xp^/K^jck) k=2 kW**)-

Proof. Suppose that iy is the index ofthe component of ((3.11 to which [ty] belongs.
From (3.13) and (3.8), we see, by comparing with (2.23), that

—Xp(Xco/Kt%k) - / logp FT^(x,y) dpHv,LrJx,y)aK k—2 Z Jç\L'T

Similar equations hold with ty replaced with typ. The proposition thus follows by
linearity. D

4. Heegner points on Shimura curves

4.1. Shimura curves. In this section, we define the Shimura curves that will be

used in the sequel. For more details, see [10], [40].
Fix an archimedean place vo of F. Denote by B/F the quaternion algebra over

F, obtained from B/F by switching the invariants at Vq and p. Thus the invariants

of S and that of B are related as follows :

invv0 S invp B 0,

invp S invVo B 1/2,
invv S invv B for v ^ Vq, p

Fix an isomorphism S 0Vo M. M2(ßL), so that (B 0Vo M)x can be identified as

GL2(M).
Let @g be a maximal order of B, and let 31 C 0<q be an Eichler order of level

rt+ contained in (9$. By Shimura's theory, associated to B and the level rt+ is
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the Shimura curve Xg(n+), which is a proper smooth curve defined over F (not
geometrically connected in general), whose C-points (with respect to Vo : F ^ C)
are given by the double coset

XB(n+)(£) £X\(C -M) x Bx/Âx (4.1)

(here Bx acts on C -M via SX -> (B ®Vo M)x o* GL2(M), with GL2(M) acting on
C —M. by Möbius transformation). The geometric components ofX® (rt+) are defined

over the strict Hilbert class field of F, i.e., the abelian extension of F corresponding
to the strict ideal class group C\F of (9F. As in (2.12), let h be the order of the

C\F. Then the geometric components are indexed by C\F, and the number of such

components is h.

The (disconnected) Riemann surface (4.1) admits a more classical description as

follows. First, denote by B+ the set of elements of B whose reduced norm to F is

totally positive (this is equivalent to saying that the reduced norm is positive under the

embedding vo, as B is ramified at other archimedean places). Let yi, ¦ ¦ ¦, yh € Sx
be a set of representatives of

£*\êx/âx.

Define

Al B*nylÂ*yr\
Then if f) is denotes the Poincaré upper half plane, we have

h

Xs(tt+)(C)=|jAAh. (4.2)
i=l

When F 7^ Q, the Shimura curve Xg(rt+) is not of PEL type. To describe a

PEL Shimura curve associated to Xg(n+), we need to consider base change to an

auxiliary CM extension of F. We recall the constructions [10], [40].
Fix a auxiliary CM extension M/F of the form M F(^/r), where r is a

negative integer. Assume that all the primes dividing rt+ splits m M. Extend the

embedding Vq : F ^ 1 to an embedding of M to C by

vo(* + y*Jr) v0(x) + \frv0(y) for x,y € F.

Let 2) B ®F M, and denote by F be the underlying Q-vector space 2), with
the left ©-action. Denote Vr := V ®q ffi. So we can identify:

(B 0F M)®q1 M2 yd-l
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where H is the set of Hamilton's quaternions, and the projection to the first factor
corresponds to the isomorphism B ®F,Vo ^ M2(<£). Vr has a complex structure,
with multiplication by V—1 given by right multiplication on Vr by the element

; ((_°! J)*1®^ i®^
It follows that the action of 2) on Vr is C-linear. It can be shown that, with respect
to this complex structure, tr(/, Vr/C) € M for all / € £).

Let / -> / be the involution of £> obtained by tensoring the involution of B and
the conjugation of M over F. Let G be the algebraic group over F defined by the

condition that for any F-algebra T,

G(T) {l e(£> ®F T)x such that // € Tx}.

Define the level subgroups Em C G(F) by

SM £X.£X.

Then by Shimura's theory, there is a proper smooth curve Xj>(rt+) defined over M,
whose set of C-points is given by the double coset

Xs(rt+)(C) G(F)\(C -M) x G(F)/EM- (4.3)

The geometric components ofXs>(n+) are defined over the Hilbert class field ofM.
There is a map Xg (rt+) °^ Xj>(rt+), which is both open and closed immersion, and
defined over the Hilbert class field of M, which at the level ofC-points is the natural

map from the double coset of (4.1) to that of (4.3).
One can also describe G as the group of symplectic similitudes of an alternating

form as follows.
For any invertible element 8 € 2), which is symmetric, i.e., 8 8, we can define

another involution on 2), noted as / —>¦ /*, by

I* 8~1l8.

For v, w € V define

pF(v,w) := TrM/F(^/r"Trd©/M(v8w*)).

Then pF is an F-valued non-degenerate alternating form, satisfying

pF(lv,w) pF(v,l*w).

Choose a 8, so that the form pF(', 'j) is positive definite on Vr, in which case the

involution / —>¦ / * is a positive involution. One can show that the algebraic group G
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defined above is isomorphic to the group of 2)-linear symplectic similitudes of the

form pF.
The curve Xj>(rt+) is a coarse moduli space for abelian varieties whose endo-

morphism algebras contain £). More precisely, let (9© := (9$ ® ®M, which is a

maximal order of£), and let V% := (9<£>, regarded as a lattice of V. Then Xj> coarsely

represents the functor 3?, which associates to a scheme S over M, the isomorphism
classes of objects [A,i,9,ic,C], where

• A is an abelian scheme over S of relative dimension 4[F : Q], with an action

i : (9© -> End^ 04) such that for any / € (9©,

tr(i(l) : Lie A) tr(/, 7r/C);

• 0 is an Ö p -class ofpolarizations 9: A —> A from A to the dual abelian scheme

A, such that for any / € (9©, the associated Rosati involution takes i(l) to *(/*)
(recall that if 0 € End(A), then the Rosati involution defined by a polarization
9 is given by^>* := 9~l(p9, where <£ € End(A) is the dual of <p);

• k is a Sm-class of (9©-linear isomorphisms /c: Fz -> F(A) (where F(A) is

the adelic Tate module of A), which is symplectic with respect to the form
pu : tip içdu • pF) on V% for some u € Fx, and the Riemann form /^ on

!r(i4) induced by a polarization 9 E 9:

• C is a subgroup scheme ofA, locally isomorphic to (9Fj rt+, and which is stable
and locally cyclic under the action of 31 induced by i.

In the following section we will make the abbreviation by referring to such an object
as[A,C].

4.2. CM points. In this section we recall the basic definitions about CM points. For
details, see [40].

As in Section 3, let K/F be a CM extension. For the rest of Section 4, assume
that the primes dividing p rt- are inert in K, and the primes dividing rt+ split in K

Similar to Definition 3.1, an optimal embedding of K into B of level rt+ is a pair

(*, c) € HomF(K, B) x Bx/Âx, such that

ty n câc'1 ty(oK).

The group Sx acts on the set of such optimal embeddings by conjugation similar to

(3.3), and Pic((9^) acts on the conjugacy classes of such embeddings.
Given (ty, c), let x$ e C -M. be the fixed point under the action of ty(K*) CSX,

such that the induced action on the co-tangent line ofC — M. is given by the character

z -> zjz. Let Py € X<b(xi+)(C) be the image of (x^, c) in the double coset (4.1).

Then P^ depends only on the conjugacy class of (ty, c).
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By the theory ofcomplex multiplication one has P^ € Xg(n+)(H), where H/ K
is the Hilbert class field of K. The point P^ is called the CM point associated to

ty. We have the Shimura reciprocity law: identifying Ga\(H/K) Pic((9^) via the

Artin isomorphism (the convention being that a prime q is mapped to the inverse of
the Frobenius at q), one has for p € Pic(0%),

(PyY Pyp- (4-4)

The moduli interpretation of Heegner points is as follows ([40], Section 2). First
some notations. For any M-scheme S, and [A, C] € 3^(S), denote by End#-([.4, C])
the (9m -subalgebra of End^ (A) generated by elements 0, such that 00* € Fx
(recall that 0 -> 0* is the Rosati involution defined by a polarization from the data

F(S)), and such that 0(C) C C. Also denote K' := K ®F M.
Now let x € Xg(rt+)(C). The image of x in Xj>(n+)(C) can be represented by

[A, C] € ^(C). Then x is a Heegner point if and only if there is an isomorphism

a : K' ^ End^([A, C]) <g> Q (4.5)

over M, such that

(9* {a e K : a(a) € Endp([A, C])}. (4.6)

4.3. p-üdic description. We now give a /?-adic description ofHeegner points
parallel to the previous section. This is based on the theorem of Cerednik-Dnnfeld [6],
[7], [33].

First recall that Bv Bv for any place v ^ Vq, p. We have chosen Eichler orders
<ft and i? of level rt+, of B and B respectively. Assume that for primes I ^ p, the

isomorphism Sj 5j is chosen so that the local Eichler order 3ix 31 ®&F 0Fl
of Bx of level rt+ is mapped onto the local Eichler order Rx R ®oF 0Fl of Bx of
level rt+.

Let X<8(n+)(<£pyin be the rigid analytic space associated to Xg(n+)(<£p). The
theorem ofCerednik-Drinfeld gives the /?-adic analogue of the umformization (4.2),
with f) replaced by the /?-adic upper half plane M over Fp.

Recall the subgroup T; rj(rt+,rt_) C B* defined as in (2.13). As before

identify Ti as a discrete subgroup of 5X GL2(FP). The result of Cerednik-
Dnnfeld states (see Theorem 3.1 of [7] or Theorem 5.3 of [33])

h

[J rt\X(Cp) c* Xs(n+)(Cpr. (4.7)
i l

Furthermore, the isomorphism is defined over Q„2^, i.e., equivariant with respect

to the action of Gal(Q»/Q„2tf on both sides. There is a corresponding result for
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Xs)(n+)(<£p)an, which is the /?-adic analogue of (4.3). In fact, in the approach
of [6], [7] the /?-adic umformization for Xg(n+)((Cp)m is deduced from that of
ZS)(n+)(C/,r.

Using this description, we can relate the optimal embeddings of Section 3.2 to

Heegner points. We use the description as in Section 3.4. Thus let [ty] [ty, g]t €
Emb/7 (K, 2?, rt+) be a conjugacy class ofoptimal embeddings of K to B of level rt+,
identified as an element of the i-th component of (3.11). As in (3.6), let Tqr, Tip €
Ti \M'(Qp2d) Ti \M(Qp2d) be the fixed points under the action of ty(Kp), such

that Xy satisfies (3.7). Let Py € Xg (n+)(<£p)m be the corresponding point that lives

on the i-th component of (4.7). Using the description of /?-adic umformization as

in [6], [7], it can be shown that (see for example [3], Section 5) the image of Py in
Xs)(n+)(<£p)m satisfies (4.5) and (4.6). Thus Py is a Heegner point, in particular,
Py € X<b(xi+)(H), and we have the analogue of (4.4): for any p € Pic((9_g-) ^
Ga\(H/K),

(Py)p Pyp.

4.4. Heegner points on elliptic curves. We refer back to Section 2.11. Thus E/F
is a modular elliptic curve, corresponding to a weight two cuspidal Hilbert eigenform
fF, ofconductor rt p rt+ rt-. By the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence applied to

B, the cuspidal Hilbert eigenform fF, and hence E/F, is associated to a quaternionic
eigenform on B x. Geometrically this give rise to parametrization ofE by the Shimura

curve Xg(rt+).
More precisely, let Pic°(Xs(n+))/F be the Picard variety ofXs(n+)/F. Note

that, since Xq/F is not geometrically connected, Pic°(Xg(rt+)) parametrizes
divisors of degree zero on each geometric component, modulo the principal divisors.
Over C, we have

h

Pic°(Xs(n+))(C) Y\ Jac(AAB).
i=i

The quaternionic eigenform on Sx corresponding to fF then gives rise to the

parametrization (pF defined over F,

<pE: Pic0(Xs(tt+)) -> E, (4.8)

which is equivariant with respect to the Hecke operators Tx for I \ rt (here Tx acts

on E by multiplication by C(I, fg) € Z).
Let Py be the CM point attached to the class of an optimal embedding of K to B,

and let ifrg be as in Section 3.1 a genus character of K, with KJK the genus field
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(i.e., the extension of K cut out by tyx;). As in the situation ofProposition 3.16, put

p+k= E fK(p)(p*y= E fK(p)(p^y
pePk(&K) pePk(&K)

Then P^K is a divisor on Xg(rt+).
In order to use the parametrization (pF of (4.8) to construct Heegner points on

E, we need to modify P^K to obtain a divisor of degree zero on each geometric
component of X,g(rt+).

Let £ € Pic(Xg)(F) ® Q be the Hodge class [40]; the class £ has degree one on
each geometric component, and satisfies the relation

7rf (^r+l)f (4.9)

for I prime to rt. Let £; be the i-th component of £.

Suppose that iyp is the index of the component of Xg(rt+) on which Pyp lies.
Define P^K € Pic°(Zs(n+)) <g> Q as

P#K class of ^ lfa:0>)(JV-&*p)-
pePic((9j§:)

We have P#K € Pic0 (.X,s )(.£**) <g> Q)^ • Define

called the Heegner point attached to 'ï' and x^k
We need the following result which follows from Zhang's generalization of the

Gross-Zagier formula, and the work ofKolyvagm-Logachev:

Theorem 4.1. [40], [24] Y^K is ofinfinite order ifand only ifL'il, E/K, fK) ^ 0,

in which case dim(£(.£**) <g> Q)#K 1.

We can compute P^ in another way. For any prime I of (9F, denote by C\
C(I, fF) the normalized Fourier coefficient offe at I. Choose I to be relatively prime
to rt, and whose class in C\F is trivial (such I exists by Cebotarev density theorem).
For such an I, the action of the Hecke correspondence T\ on Xg(rt+) preserves the

geometric components, and is ofdegree JV* I +1 on each component. In particular, it
follows from (4.9) that

Tx%i =(Ml+\)%i for each i. (4.10)

Then by the Hecke equivariance property of the Shimura curve parametrization
(pE and (4.10), we have (here Cr C(l, fE))

(J/l+1 -Q)P^ <pe{(MI+1-Tx)P+k) <pe{(MI+1-Tx)P+k).
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Hence fix such an I, and set

ô^ (^r+i-crr1(^r+i-7r)p^. (4.11)

Then Q^K € Div°(Ar,<g(ît.+)) ® Q, whose image in E under (pF is P^.
Now suppose that the genus character tyx corresponds to the pair of quadratic

Hecke characters fu f2 of F, so K** F*i>*z. Assume that

L(1,E/F,fi) 0, L(l,E/F,f2)^Q. (4.12)

Using (3.2) it follows that

L'(\, E/F, fK) L'(\, E/F, fi) ¦ L(\, E/F, f2),

and hence it follows from Theorem 4.1 that the point P^ is of infinite order if and

onlyifL'(l,F/F,^i) / 0.

By the results ofKolyvagin-Logachev [24], the assumption thatL(l, E/F, yjr2) ^
0 gives

d\m(E(F^) ®Q)^2 0. (4.13)

Corollary 4.2. The element?'^K in (E(F^'*2) <g> <Q)^K lies in (E(F^) <g> Q)^.

Proof. First note that, in the notation of Section 3.1,

pfe + ?i • *Vjr

lies in
(E(F*-+*) ® Q)^ n (E(F^) ®Q (E(F^) ® Q)^2

hence is zero modulo torsion by (4.13). On the other hand, sinceP^ € (F(F*fl'*f2)®
Q)^, we have

h h ' P^js: —Pfe '

hence

?2 'P^ —?i 'P^JäT-

So modulo torsion t2 • P^ P^, and so

Pfe \(?*k + '2 • P**) € (F^*1 ® Q)^. D

Corollary 4.3. Let Frobp be the Frobenius element at p of the extension F^1 /F.
Then

Frobp P^ fi(v)PirK.
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4.5. Heegner points and />-adic periods. We can now relate the /?-adic periods
of Section 2.9 with Heegner points. We maintain the notations of Section 4.4, and

assume (4.12) holds.
Fist we give a /?-adic analytic description of the Shimura curve parametrization

(4.8).
We refer to the notations of Section 2.11. Replacing the quaternionic form $ on

i?x by a suitable integer multiple of $, we may assume that the lattice of periods
defined by co^i is contained in the lattice ofTate periods of E/ Fv.

Choose a Tate umformization isomorphism

®e/fv:C;/Q^^E(Cp).
Then over C^,, the Shimura curve parametrization

<PE ¦ Pic°(XB(n+))(€p) Y\jsc(Tt\Je(Cp)) -> E(€p)
i

can be described as follows. Let

h h

D J2Di£ Div°(Xs(tt+)(Cp) 0Div°(rA^(C/,)),
ï l i=l

with Dt € Div°(rA«^(Cp)). Then for each component we have by [13], Theorem

2.32 (which is a reformulation of a theorem ofManin-Drinfeld) that

<PE(Di) ®E/FJt (Dfrj.

So by additivity,

<pE(D) E@w(/ û)<f>r) ®E/Fv^ ûï») (4.14)

i=i
(here ^ is the addition on E).

Given the Tate umformization, define the maps

l°ëE/Fv- E(Qp2d)av ^Fp,
logNorm^: E(®p2d)ap -+ QP

as the composition of the following maps:

\ogE/Fv. E(Qp2d)av y F;/qI y Fv,

logNorm^: E(%2d)ap V-> Fpx/'ßf —^ Q$/q% —^>
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(recall that qE <NF /q Qe)- The maps iogE,F logNorm^/^ are homo-

morphisms (with respect to the additive structure). Note that the kernel of log^- iF
consists exactly of the torsion elements, but this is not the case for logNorm^ ,F We

extend the definition of logF/F and logNorm^-/^ to E(<Q„2d)av <S> Q by linearity.
Applying Corollary 2.28 to the divisor Q^K of (4.11), we have

I*(Q*K) Ì08qE ^Qp2d/Qp f *>* )• (4-15)

The right hand side of (4.15) can be written as

\ogqE N®p2d/®p l* o)A log(?£ JSFv/qp N®p2d/Fv f co® J

logNorm£/Fp SE/fv M®p2d /Fv(f <*>*).

Now as in (2.25), let s be the non-trivial element of Gal(Qp2d/Fv). Then

®e/fvM® d/Fv(± m) ®E/FP(f m)+®E/FP(s<t m)

®E/Fv(f CO®) +apS'®E/Fp( f 0)$).

Now by (4.14)

®„,^,

and by Corollary 4.3,

Hence

I*(Q#k) l°8qE ^®p2d/®p f coA=(l+ tfp^i(p)) logNorm£/Fp PtK.

Now we need a

Lemma 4.4. With respect to the choice of I as in (4.10), we have for any divisor
D € Div(Zs(n+)(C^)) ©f=1 Diw(Ti\M(€p)) the equality

h(TiD) Cih(D).

Proof. As I is trivial in CIF, itpreserves the components Tj \3H(<CP) ofXg (rt+)(Cp),
so by linearity, it suffice to show that for any x € ri\3£(<Cp),

V(rrr) CiV(r)
whose proof is the same as Proposition 2.18 of [4]. D

ÌE/fJ f m)= <Pe(Q*k) P**
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From this lemma, we have from the definition of Q^K as in (4.11 that

On the other hand, by Proposition 3.16, we have

d
—£p(foo/K,fK,k) =-I*(PlrK).dk

1

k=2 2

We summarize the discussion as the following proposition (here the point P^ is

renamed as P^ ):

Proposition 4.5. Assume that L(l, E/F, tyx) 0, L(l, E/F, ty2) ^ 0. Then there

is a globalpoint T*^ € (E(F^1) 0 Q)^ such that

d
dk

1 +ap^i(p)
—XP(foo/K,fK,k) Ll^iogNorrn^p^.k=2 2

Furthermore, the point P^ is of infinite order ifand only ifL'(\, E/F, ty\) ^ 0.

5. Main results

5.1. />-adic L-functions ofHilbert modular forms. In this section, we recall some
results from [26] about p-adic L-functions ofHilbert modular forms.

First we need some notations. ~Letty ®v^vbea Hecke character of F of finite
order. Denote by sig(^) € {±1} the signature of ty, as the d-tuple (tyv(— l))v|oo-
Thus sig(^) (1,..., 1) if ty is unramified at all the infinite places. As another

example, for coF the Teichmüller character of F, one has sig(o)j?) (—1,..., — 1).

Ingenerai, for w (wv)v|oo € {±l}d, denote sgn(iu) := FLlc-o^v- We
abbreviate sgn(sig(^)) as sgn(^). Also denote by x(ty) the Gauss sum of ty ([31],
equation 3.9).

Let g be a Hilbert newform ofparallel weight/: > 2. Fix an embedding QhC.
Recall Shimura's rationality result on L-values, cf. [31], Theorem 4.3 (I) and [11],
Remark (ii) on p. 1027: for every w € {±1} one can choose Q™ € Cx such that,
for an integer 0 < r < k — 2 and a finite order Hecke character ty ofF with conductor

z-ijr, the expression

LaV + lgf).= DF^d^TL(r + t,,,ty)
' + ,Ö'F; (-27ti)drt(ty-l) ni-lYtigM ^A)

is an algebraic number, called the algebraic part of the L-value. Furthermore, for
every h € Aut(Q /Q(g)),

Laig(r + l,g,f)h Laig(r + l,g,fh) (5.2)
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which implies in particular that

L^(r + i,g,ty)eq(g,ty),

where Q(g, ty) is the number field generated by the (normalized) Fourier coefficients
of g and the values of ty. In particular, if the Fourier coefficients of g are rational
integers, and ty is quadratic, then the values Laië(r + 1, g, ty) are rational numbers.

Thus the numbers Q™ are serving as "transcendental factors" of the special L-
values. Notice that if Q™ € Cx is another set ofnumbers such that

-|7€Q(g) foreachiü€{±l}rf,
"g

then one can equally define Lalg(r + 1, g, ty) with respect to Ù™ instead of Q™, and
such that equation (5.2) still holds. In what follows, we always fix a choice of the
numbers Q™ to define the algebraic part of L-values.

Now suppose that g is ordinary at p. Let x be a finite order Hecke character of
F unramified outside p and the infinite places, and ty a finite order Hecke character

of F unramified at the conductor of g. In [11], Theorem 1, the /?-adic L-function
Lp(s, g, xty) is constructed (with respect to a specific choice of Q™). It satisfies the

interpolation property: for 0 < r < k — 2,

t < 1 i\ i XtycoF(V)^V'\
V a(p,g)

(5.3)

l_{_lfco-/)-\V)ß(V,g)
J/V r+1 y*\r + l,g,(xtyG>-/)-1).

Here a(p,g) and ß(y,g) are the p-adic unit root and non-unit root of the Hecke

polynomial

X2-C(V,g)X+€X)Mvk~l

with €p 1 ifp does not divide the conductor of g, and equal to zero otherwise. We
have the convention that XÌfC0pr(n) 0 if xtycopr is ramified at p.

If/, ty are trivial, we denote the p-adic L-function as Lp(s, g).
As in the previous sections, let f^ be the Hida family lifting fF f2, with

E a modular elliptic curve over F, whose conductor rt can be written in the form
prt+ rt-, with rt- satisfying condition 2.1. In Theorem 6.8 of [26], it was shown
that the p-adic L-functions Lp(s,ff) attached to the weight k specializations fy
of foo for k € U fl Z-2 (f^ is the newform whose p-stabilization is fy) can be

interpolated to a two variable /?-adic L-function, i.e., there exists a /?-adic analytic
function Lp(s,k) Lp(s,k, foo) of p-adic variables s,k with k taking values in
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a suitable /?-adic neighbourhood U of 2, such that for k € U fl Z-2, one has

Lp(s,k, foo) Lp(s,f^). In particular, Lp(s,2) Lp(s,fF) '¦= Lp(s,E/F) (let
us note that one ofthe technicalities of [26] is to show that one can choose the numbers

Q^ appropriately so that this interpolation property holds).
k
As a special case of (5.3), take x to be trivial, and ty quadratic, and r k/2 — 1.

Then ifk € U fl Z-2 satisfies k 2 mod 2(/? — 1), one has

Lp(k/2,k,T00) Lp(k/2,t£,rlr)

•(1 _ É(PM^i)2Laig(^/2) £^ if fc > 2| (5 4)

5.2. Proofof main results. We first need a fact about the functional equation of the

complex L-function of L(s, E/F). Let €F/F € {±1} be the sign:

L(2 - s, E/F) €E/FL(s, E/F).

For any quadratic Hecke character ty, whose conductor is relatively prime to that
of E/F, the twisted L-function satisfies a similar functional equation:

L(2 - s, E/F, ty) €E/F(ty)L(s, E/F, ty)

with €E/F(ty) € {±1} given by the expression

tE/rif) sgn(ty)ty(n) • €E/F- (5.5)

Proposition 5.1. Let w € {±1} In the case when rt+ rt- is the square ofan ideal
(i.e., rt- 0F andrò' is the square ofan ideal), assume that thefollowing condition
holds:

a(p, E/F) -sgn(w)€E/F. (5.6)

Then shrinking U ifnecessary, there exists a p-adic analyticfunction rjw defined on
U such that, for integers k € U fl Z-2 with k 2 mod 2(p — 1), one has

*„(*) ($l$t)id -4f4r. (5.7)

Infact, the proofbelow shows that the expression

• d lk lk

<«>
lies in k-
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Proof. Let S\ be the set of quadratic Hecke characters ty\ of F, unramified at the

primes dividing rt, and satisfying the following conditions:

(1) sig(Vi) w.

(2) ty1(V) -a(V,E/F).
(3) ti(rt+ rt~) -a(p, E/F) • sgn(w) • €E/F.

These conditions amount to specifying the local conditions for ty\ at the archimedean

primes and at the primes dividing rt. The set S\ is non-empty. Indeed, the only point
that needs to be addressed is condition (3), in the case when rt+ rt- is the square ofan
ideal. In this case, since ty\ is quadratic, one has ^i(rt+ rt-) 1, hence the reason
for assuming (5.6) to hold.

For any ty\ € S\, one has, using (5.5), that £E/F(tyi) — 1- By the mam theorem

ofFriedberg-Hoffstein [15], we can pick a ty\ € S\, such that L(l, E/F, ty\) ^ 0.

Condition (2) implies that Lp(s, E/F, ty\) does not have exceptional zero at s 1,

soLp(l,E/F,ty!)^0.
Now let £2 be the set of quadratic Hecke characters ty2 of F, with conductor

relatively prime to that of ty\ and of rt, satisfying the following conditions:

(1) sig(^2) -w.

(2) ty2(V) -a(V,E/F).

(3) ty2(n+ rt") (-l)d+1a(V, E/F) ¦ sgn(w) • €E/F.

Again 52 is non-empty (notice that in the case when rt+ rt- is a square, i.e., rt- (9F
and rt+ is a square, one must have d [F : Q] being even by condition 2.1. Hence the
last condition is again satisfied by (5.6)). For any ty2 € S2, one has €E/F(ty2) 1.

By [15] again, we can pick a ty2 € S2 so that L(\,E/F,ty2) ^ 0. Again, the
conditions specified on ty2 ensures that Lp(s, E/F, ty2) has no exceptional zero at
s 1 and so Lp (1, E/F, <p2) ^ 0.

Hence shrinking U ifnecessary, we may assume that the /?-adic analytic functions

Lp(k/2, k, foo, tyi) and Lp(k/2,k,f00,ty2) are non-zero on U.
Let £ := tyi • ty2. Then sig(£) (—1,..., —1). Hence £ cuts out a CM extension

K of F, in which p splits (since tyity2(p) =1), and the pair (^1, ty2) corresponds
to a genus character tyg of K

Let k € U fl Z-2 be an integer, with k 2 mod 2(p — 1). By equation (3.2)
we have

L(k/2,f#k/K,tyK) L(k/2,fk,tyl)*L(k/2,f#k,ty2). (5.8)

Hence L(k/2,ff/K, ty) ^ 0 for k specified as above. By Corollary 3.7, the value

La/2, ff/K, ty) lies in Q(ff).
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Using (5.1), we have, for j 1,2 (noting that k/2 — 1 is even, as p is odd):

DkJ2-\k/2-l)\dM c*/2L(*/2,f#*r)
L^k/2,ft,tyj)= {2ni)d{kl2_l)x{fj;j K,^r*<*<&• c«)

Now by Proposition 7.1 of Appendix I, we have the following conductors and
Gauss sums identities:

(5.10)
DrDF NF/q Dk/F J^F/Q Ci/q ^F/Q ^2

X(tyi)x(ty2) id y^F/Q C^i ^F/Q_ C,/r2.

Putting together (3.9), and (5.8)-(5.10), we obtain

L^(k/2,fk/K,tyK)
u2 SI%S12W (5 11)

'K

d fl fl €Equation (5.11) implies that i A J.
^'•ft/

Using equation (3.14), (3.15), and (5.4) we obtain

>2 _ UK „/„ 7,\2,y*/2,w^^r -^rra(p,^{$j,o^ /t-

id-^^Lp(k/2,fk,tyi)Lp(k/2,f#k,ty2)
lk'lk

^-44-M^/2,^foo,^l)M^/2,^,foo,^2)

(for the last equality, note that since k/2 — 1 =0 mod /? — 1, one has DJ ~

(Dg) *2~l). Hence the proposition is proved, by defining

ujca(n,k)2Lp(k/2,k,f00,tyl)Lp(k/2,k,f00,ty2)

Remark 5.2. The function i]w(k) does not depend on the choice of the characters

tyi, ty2 made in the proof, because by (5.7), the values of rjw(k) is independent of
these choices for a set ofvalues ofk that accumulates to 2. The same argument also
shows that rjw r}-w.
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Proposition 5.3. Let ty\, ty2 be apair ofquadratic Hecke characters ofF, which are
unramified at the primes dividing rt, and which correspond to a CM extension K/F
and a genus character tyg ofK. In the case where rt+ rt- is the square ofan ideal,
assume the condition

a(V,E/F) -sgn(tyi)-€E/F. (5.12)

Then for k € U,

Zp(k/2,f00/K,tyKf (5.13)

u K ;^)1-^2a(p,/:)2%ig(^l)(/:)L^(/:/2,/:,foo,^i)^(/:/2,/:,foo,^2).

Proof. The computations in the proof of Proposition 5.1, show that equation (5.13)
holds for k € U fl Z-2, with k 2 mod 2(p — 1) (ifp is inert in K, i.e., if tyi (p)
ty2(v)> then we use Theorem 3.13 instead ofTheorem 3.14 in the computation). Since
both sides of (5.13) are analytic functions ofk, they must be equal. D

We now come to the main theorem. We refer to the notations of Section 4.5.

Theorem 5.4. Let ty\ be a quadratic Hecke character ofF, ofconductor prime to

rt p rt+ rt-. Assume the following:

tyi(v) <x(v,E/F),

Then

(1 Thefunction Lp(k/2, k, foo, tyi vanishes to order at least two at k 2.

(2) There exists P^ € (E(F^) <g> Q)^, and I € Qx, such that

d2
—L^(^/2,/:,foo,^i) k=2

/(logNorm^/^^P^))2.

(3) The element P^ is of infinite order ifand only ifL'(\, E/F, tyi) ^ 0.

Proof. The proofofassertion (1 in the case when tyi is trivial and a (p, E/F) 1, is

already given in the introduction. The prooffor general ty\ with ^i(p) a(p, E/F)
is similar. Notice that assertion (1 does not require the conductor rt to be of the form
prt+rt-.

To prove the remaining claims, consider the set of quadratic Hecke characters

ty2 of F, of conductors relatively prime to rt and c^x, that satisfies the following
conditions:

(1) sig(^2) -sig(^i).
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(2) ^r2(I) ^(t) for t | tl+.

(3) ^2(I) -^i CO for r lpt1".

Again by (5.5), one has €E/F(ty2) —£E/F(tyi) 1 for any such ty2. So by
[15], we can pick a ty2 such that L(l, E/F, ty2) ^ 0. Since ty2(p) —tyi(v) —

—ot(n, E/F), Lp(s, E/F, ty2) does not have an exceptional zero at s 1, so we
have Lp(l, E/F,ty2) e Q*.

Thus we are in the setting ofProposition 5.3 (notice that, in the case where rt+ tris

a square, conditions (5.14) imply (5.12)). Hence (5.13) holds. Note that since

tyityiiv) — —15 the prime p is inert in K.
In our case Lp(k/2,k, foo^ tyi) vanishes to order two at k 2, while the other

functions that occur on the right hand side of (5.13) does not vanish. It follows, on
taking second derivative at k 2, that

d2
u2K7is{g{y{ri)(2)Lp(\,E/F, ty2)——Lp(k/2,k,f00, tyx)

k=2

^X(k,f00/K,tyK)2

2[—X(k,f00/K,tyK)dk

k=2

a-
By Proposition 4.5 (noting conditions (5.14)),

dk k=2
logNorm£:/Fp(PVfl)

with P^ € (E(F^ <g> Q)*!, and is non-torsion ifand only ifL'(l ,E/F,tyx)^ 0.

Hence we obtain the proof, by setting

I'1 \uìv«g&i)V)Lp(l> E/F> f2) (5.15)

u2Kr]sïgiilfl)(2)L*lHl,E/F,ty2).

It remains to see that / € Qx. Note that, by Proposition 5.1, the expression

QsigOAOQ-sigOh)
¦ d [e £e

$eJe)
lies in Qx, while the expression {$#, QE) lies in Qx, due to our normalization
condition that <&E is integer-valued. Hence ?7sig(iAi)(2) € Qx, which gives the result
since Lalg(l,F/F,^2)€Qx.

" '

D

Note that when [F : Q] is even, then the conductor rt of E/F can always be

written in the form p rt+ rt-, for instance by taking rt- (9F. If [F : Q] is odd,
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then this condition is equivalent to requiring that E/F has multiplicative reduction
at some place other than p. In the next section, we are going to establish Theorem 5.4
without this condition, at least when F Q.

Remark 5.5. We can be more precise about the value of / mod (Qx)2. Let 8 be a

quadratic Hecke character of F, with conductor relatively prime to that of tyi and ty2,
and satisfying the following conditions (whose existence follows again from [15]):

(1) sig(«5) sig(^1).

(2) 8(1) ^i(l)forr|rt+rr.
(3) 8(V) -^(p).
(4) L(1,F/F,<5) / 0.

Let K/F be the CM extension cuts out by the character £ := 8ty2, and tyj? the

genus character of K corresponding to the pair by 8, X2- Then as a consequence of
equation (3.10), we have

{^E^eT1 L^IJe/K^-) mod (Qx)2. (5.16)

On the other hand, the same calculations that lead to (5.11 gives (noting that sig(<5)

sig(^O)

L*g(\,fE/K,tyx) {Qe.Qe)-1 ¦ ^g(^)(2)
.Lalg(l,F/F,o>Lalg(l,F/F,^2) mod(Qx)2.

P '

Combining (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), we thus obtain

/ Lalg(l,F/F,<5) mod (Qx)2. (5.18)

In the case F Q, this gives part (4) of Theorem 5.4 of [4].

Suppose that we take ty\ to be trivial in Theorem 5.4; in particular, we have

a(n,E/F) 1, i.e., E is split multiplicative at p. Then we can give another
formulation of the statement of the theorem. Thus let QF € Fpx be the Tate period,

qF <NFv/Qp Qe, and ©E/Fv be the Tate umformization for E/Fp:

®E/FV:F*/Q%^E(FP).

For any a € Hom(F, Q) Hom(F, Q^) Hom(Fp, Qp), let F° be the totally real
field obtained by conjugating F with a, with xf the prime of Fa above p. Similarly,
let E°I'Fa be the elliptic curve obtained by conjugating E/F with a. Then Ea
is split multiplicative at p°', with Tate period Qg € (F^-)x. We choose the Tate
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umformization ®E0IFaiy f°r Fa/F°a, so that the following diagram commutes (the

vertical arrows being the natural maps obtained by conjugating with o~):

®E/FV : FflQl * F(Fp)

®Ea/F*a : (F;af/(Qlf > E-(F^).

Define log^o- iFa for each a € Hom(F, <Q>p) using these compatible families of
Tate uniformizations. Then given any P € E(F) C E(FV), write

P ®e/fv(z) with zeF*.
Then

logNorm£/Fp P iogQE ^Fp/Q^ *
>^ \o%qo za by Proposition 2.29

creHom(.F,Öp)

J2
_

l°ZE°/F°a ®E°/F£a(za)
aeHom(FMp)

J2 \°%EVF°a(®E/Fv(z)Y
aeHom(FMp)

E '<*

aeHom(FMp)

withF* e Ea(Fa).
Thus we obtain

Corollary 5.6. If in addition to the hypothesis ofTheorem 5.4, we have E/F being
split multiplicative at p, then

Lp(k/2,k,Too)\ =l( J2 lo8W£ P")* <5-19)
k=2

aeHom(F,Qp)
dk2

forF € E(F), and I € Qx. Thepoints is non-torsion, ifandonlyifL'(\, E/F) ^ 0.

6. Base change arguments

In this final section, let F/Q be an elliptic curve, which is modular by [37], [32],
[8], corresponding to a weight two elliptic eigenform fF (i.e., a Hilbert eigenform
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over Q). Let N be the conductor of F/Q (and hence that of fE), and as in the

previous section F/Q is multiplicative at p. We would like to establish Theorem 5.4
without assuming that F/Q is multiplicative at some prime other than p.

The idea is to consider the base change E/F, where F is a suitably chosen
real quadratic extension of Q. Theorem 5.4 is known for E/F. Suitable descent

arguments allow us to get the statement for F/Q.
First, we would like to establish a factorization formula, relating the /?-adic L-

functions of a elliptic modular form, and the /?-adic L-function attached to the
corresponding Hilbert modular form obtained by base change. The situation is parallel
to Proposition 5.1.

The reader may notice that most of the arguments in this section is not specific
to the ground field Q. Indeed, the only place where this is essential is the proof of
Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.4 below, where we make use of a non-vanishing result
of Rohrlich [28], [29] on twisted L-values, which was proved only for the ground
field Q. If the result of Rohrlich can be extended to general totally real fields, then

every thing in this section would work without the restriction to Q.
Here is the setup : let ty\, ty2 be two quadratic Hecke characters ofQ (i.e., Dirichlet

characters), whose conductors c^1, c-^2 are relatively prime to each other, and also

prime to the integer N above. Assume that sig(^i) s ig (ty2) w € {±1}. Then
as in Section 3.1, the character tyity2 defines a quadratic extension F of Q, which
is real quadratic by the condition on the signatures. The pair ty, ty2 corresponds to a

genus character tyF of F. One sees that sig(^7?) w • 1 (w, w). In conforming
with the assumption in this paper, p will be inert in F, so this amounts to requiring
thatty^p) -ty2(p).

First recall the formalism of the base change operation. Let g be an elliptic cuspidal

eigenform ofweight k > 2, of level N. To simplify the arguments, assume that k
is even, and that the character ofg is trivial. Given the real quadratic extension F/Q,
denote by g the base change ofg from Q to F, which is a cuspidal Hilbert eigenform
ofparallel weight k, known as the Doi-Naganuma lift of g (cf. [9], Section 1.7). For
simplicity we assume that the level N is relatively prime to the discriminant of F.

By the definition of base change we have the following relation between the L-
function of g and that of g. Denoting by f the Dirichlet character corresponding to
the real quadratic extension F/Q, we have

L(s,g) L(s,g)<L(s,g,Ç).

This is equivalent to the following relations between the (normalized) Fourier
coefficients of g and g (cf. [9], p. 89). For any (rational) prime v let c(v, g) be the u-th
Fourier coefficient of g. First suppose that v \ N. Let a(v, g), ß(v, g) be the roots
of the characteristic polynomial

X2 -c(v,g)X + vk-l
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Similarly if v is a prime of F, with v \ N, let a(v, g), ß(v, g) be the roots of

X2-C(v,g)X + .Nvk~l.

If v splits in F, i.e., if v(9F v v', then we have

a(v, g) a(v', g) a(v, g) (6.1)

ß(v,g) ß(v,,g) ß(v,g)

C(v,g) C(v',g) c(v,g).
On the other hand, if v is inert in F, so that v := v(9F is a prime, then

«(*> g) a(v,g)2, ß(v, g) jÖ(v, g)2

C(u,g) a(v)2 + ß(v)2 c(v,g)2-2vk-\
One has similar relations for the Fourier coefficients for primes dividing DF or the

level N of g. Namely if v\N, then C(v, g) C(vr, g) c(v, g) when v(9F vv'
splits, and C(v,g) c(v,g)2 when v(9F v is inert. Finally if v ramifies in F,
then C(v, g) c(v, g) for the prime v of F above v.

From these relations, one see in particular that Q(g) C Q(g).

Lemma 6.1. With the above notations, the expression

ic(g) ¦= Dpll2(Qwg)2(Çlf-r1 (6.3)

lies in

Proof. Let T be the set of finite order Hecke characters / of Q, that are unramified
at primes outside p (including the infinite place); in classical language, this is the set

of even Dirichlet characters with conductors a power of p. Consider the following
condition:

L(k-l,g,tylX)^0, L(k-l,g,ty2X)^0. (6.4)

Ifk > 4, then by Proposition 2 of [30], condition (6.4) is satisfied for any x € T.
For k 2, then by the main result of [28], [29], (6.4) is satisfied for all but finitely
many x € T. Thus pick a non-trivial X E T that satisfies (6.4) (so in particular p
divides the conductor of /).

Let Xf be the Hecke character of F obtained by pulling back x via the norm map
JVV/Q, i.e.,

Xf X°Nf/q.
Then we have the following identity of the complex L-functions:

L(s, g, tyFXF) L(s, g, tyix) • L(s, g, ty2x).
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So in particular

L(k-l,g,tyFxF) L(k-l,g,tylx)<L(k-l,g,ty2x)^0. (6.5)

Again from Proposition 7.1 ofAppendix I, we have the following identities relating
the conductors and the Gauss sums:

Mf/®c+fxf ^f/Qcxf c%

DF c^Cfa, (6.6)

riifFXF)-1) Dp1/2x((tyix)-1) ¦ x((ty2x)~l).

Making use ofequations (5.1) (applied to L(k — 1, g, tyFXF), L(k — \,g,tyix) and

L(k — \,g, ty2x)), (6.5) and (6.6), we obtain by direct computation

K(
L^(k-l,g,tyFXF)

K{8) L^(k-hg,tyiX)<L^(k-l,g,ty2x)
with ic(g) defined as in (6.3).

Since the numbers

L^(k-l,g,tyFxF), La\k-l,g,tyix) and Lalg(fc - 1, g, ty2%)

are algebraic numbers, we deduce that ic(g) is algebraic. To pin down its field of
definition more precisely, let h € Aut(Q /Q(g)) be arbitrary. Since Q(g) C Q(g),
we also have h e Aut(Q /Q(g)).

Noticing that since tyi, ty2 and tyF take values in {±1}, we see, by (5.2),

Lalga - l,g,tyiXh) LûHk - \,g,tyixt ï o,

Lalga -\,g, ty2f) Lalga -i,g, ty2xt ï o,

Lalga - l,g,tyFfF) L*Hk - l,g,tyFXF)h ï o.

In particular, in the above computation, we could replace x by X >
and so equation

(6 7) holds with x replaced by / We deduce

K(g)=
L^(k-l,g,tyFXF)

L**(k -l,g,tyiX)- L^(k -l,g, ty2x)

L*(k-l,g,1rFxhF)
L^(k - l,g,tyixh) • L^(k - l,g,ty2xh)

L^(k-\,g,tyFxF) Wi

L^(k-\,g,tyix)*L^(k-\,g,ty2x).
ic(g)h

which implies that ic(g) € Q(g), as required. D
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Now assume that g is ordinary at p. For the sake of simplifying the arguments,
assume that the weight k satisfies k 2 mod p — 1. As m the proof ofLemma 6.1,
for any finite order Hecke character x ofQ, let Xf '¦ — X °^F/Q be the corresponding
Hecke character of F.

Lemma 6.2. For any finite order Hecke character x of<Q>, unramified at places
outside p, we have

Lp(k - 1, g, typXF) ic(g)Lp(k -l,g,tyiX)- Lp(k -l,g, ty2x).

Proof. Similar to the computations leading to equation (6.7) in the proofofLemma 6.1,

we have

Lalga - l,g,tyFXF) K(g)L*(k - \,g,tyix)*L*g(k - \,g,ty2x)- (6-8)

Lemma 6.2 then follows by combining equation (6.8) with equation (5.3) (applied to

Lp (k—1, g, tyFXF), Lp(k—l,g,tyix) and Lp(k — 1, g, ty2x)), and the computation
(using tyx (p) -ty2(p) and that a(n, g) a(p, g)2):

x _
f\X(P)Pk~2\ L _

t2X(P)Pk~2\ =(1_ (x(P)Pk~2)2

ot(p,g) )\ a(p,g) J V oi(p,g)2

{1_fFXF(v)^Vk~2
<*(P>g)

(here we have used typ(v) — 15 because the image of p pop in ¥ic((9F) comes
from the image of p in Pic(Z), which is trivial). Similarly,

x (fixrl(p)ß(P,g)\(l _
(f2xrHp)ß(P,g)

,k-i j y pk-i

r1 _ (tFXFrHvmv^)}
v Mvk~i y

Proposition 6.3. We have the factorizationformula ofp-adic L-function:

Lp(s, g, typ) K(g)Lp(s, g, tyi) • Lp(s, g, ty2).

Proof. The proof follows the same lines ofargument ofProposition 9.3 of [26], using
Lemma 6.2 above. D

We now come back to the setting of the beginning of this section. Let fE be the
base change of fE to F. Then fE corresponds to E/F (so E/F is modular). Let
Too be the Hida family lifting fE. The Hida family foo lifting fE can be obtained
from foo by base change. More precisely we can construct the A '-adic eigenform
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foo using formula similar to (6.1) and (6.2), i.e., for primes v of F define C(v, foo)

by the following formula:

C(V, foo) C(v', foo) C(V, /oo) if V Op =VV' Splits.

Ifvöp v is inert in F, then

C(u,foo)= ì

c(v, foo)2 — 2v(v)k 2 if v \ N (here k is a variable),

c(v, foo)2 ifv\N (in particular for v p).

If v ramifies in F, with v the prime of F above v, then

C(u,foo) c(v,foo)-

One then defines C(rtt, foo) for other ideals by (2.11). These data defines the A '-adic
form foo, and for integers k € U fl Z-2 for a suitable /?-adic neighbourhood t/ of 2,
the weight k specialization fy of foo is the cuspidal Hilbert eigenform that is the base

change lift of the weight k specialization fk of foo- Let ff and ff be the newforms
attached to weight k specializations of foo and foo (so that f^ is the base change lift
offkHoF).

Proposition 6.4. Up to shrinking U, there is a p-adic analytic function ic(k), defined
on U, such thatfor k € U fl Z-2, with k 2 mod p — 1, one has

K(k) K(f#).

Proof With notations as m the proofofLemma 6.1, choose a x € T, whose conductor
is divisible by p, such that

L(\,E/F,tyFXp), L(\,E/^,tya) and L(1,E/Q,ty2x)

are non-zero. Since p divides the conductor of/, we have by equation (5.3) that

Lp(\, F/Q, tyix) Lalg(l, F/Q, tyix),

Lp(l,E/q,ty2x) L^(hE/q,ty2x),
Lp(\,EIF,tyFip) LAH\,EIF,tyFxp).

Hence up to shrinking U, we may assume that the /?-adic analytic functions

Lp(k -\,k,foo,tyi), Lp(k-\,k,foo,ty2) and Lp(k -l,k, foo,typ)

are non-zero on U. Thus, ifwe define

Lp(k - \,k,foo,tyF)
K(k) :

Lp(k - \,k, foo,tyi)Lp(k -\,k, foo,ty2y
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then K.(k) is p-adic analytic on U, and Lemma 6.2 shows that, for k € U fl Z-2,
with k 2 mod p — 1,

as required. D

We now draw the corollary that we need:

Corollary 6.5. Fork € U, we hove

Lp(k/2,k,foo,typ) K(k)Lp(k/2,k,foo,tyi)^Lp(k/2,k,foo,ty2y (6.9)

Proof. Propositions 6.3 and 6.4 show that this holds for integers k € U fl Z-2, with
k 2 mod j? — 1. Since both sides are /?-adic analytic functions of k, the result
follows. D

We are now in a position to extend Theorem 5.4 to the elliptic curve F/Q, without

assuming that F/Q is multiplicative at some prime other than p. Thus we are only
assuming that iV Mp, where p does not divide M. Let tyi be a quadratic Hecke
character of Q, with conductor relatively prime to N, satisfying

tyi(p) v(p):=a(p,E/Q),
£EI®>(fi) -1-

Let ty2 be a quadratic Hecke character of Q, with conductor relatively prime to
that of tyi and to N, satisfying the following conditions:

(1) sig(^2) sig(^i).
(2) ty2(p) -tyi(p).
(3) ty2(l) — tyi (l) for all primes q dividing M.

(4) L(1,E/Q,ty2)^0.
Note that for any ty2 satisfying (1) to (3), we have (using (5.5) again)

é£/q(^2) -é£/q(^i) 1,

so the existence of ty2 that satisfies (1) to (4) follows again from [15]. Note that (2)
implies ty2(p) —a(p, F/Q), so the /?-adic L-function Lp(s, F/Q, ty2) does not
have an exceptional zero at s 1. So Lp(\, F/Q, ty2) € Qx.

Let F be as above the real quadratic extension ofQ cut out by tyi ty2, and typ the

genus character of F defined by the pair ty\, ty2.

Consider the base change E/F. We have

ct(V, E/F) a(p, F/Q)2 1 tyF(V).
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On the other hand, the factorization formula for the complex L-functions,

L(s, E/F, tyF) L(s, F/Q, tyx) • L(s, F/Q, ty2), (6.10)

together with the hypothesis that L(l, F/Q, ty2) ^ 0, shows that the order of
vanishing of L(s, E/F, typ) at s 1 coincides with that of L(s, F/Q, tyi), which is

odd, i.e.,

£E/F(fF) ^/q(^i) -I-
Since [F : Q] 2 is even, we may apply Theorem 5.4 to the p-adic L-function

Lp (k/2 ,k, foo, tyF) to get

d2
j^Lp(k/2,k,foo,typ) k=2

/(logNorm^^P^)2,

where / € Qx, and F^F € (E(F^F) <g) Q)^F is non-torsion if and only if

L'(l,E/F,tyF)^Q.

By (6.10), and the fact that L(l, F/Q, ty2) ^ 0, we have

L'(l,E/F,tyF) Lf(l,E/Q,tyi)*L(l,E/Q,ty2).

Hence

Lf(l,E/F,tyF)^Q ifandonlyif L'(1,E/Q,tyi) =£ 0.

By (6.9), and the fact that both Lp(k/2 ,k,foo, typ) and Lp(k/2, k, foo, tyi)
vanishes to order at least two at k 2, we have

d-
—Lp(k/2,k, foo, typ)

k=2
ic(2)Lp(\, F/Q, ty2)—Lp(k/2,k, f^, ty,)

k=2

with k(2) € Qx by Lemma 6.1.

Define

/' ;= ic(2)-1. L_p(l, F/Q, ty2)~ll 2~1k(2)-1 - Lalg(l, F/Q, ty2yll.

Then /' € Qx. It remains to deal with the term involving logNorm^ ip
Notice that, in the notations of Section 3.1, we have

P^F — (0)^1,^2

and thus P,/rF € (E(Q*l!*2) <g> Q)*F. As m Corollary 4.2, the assumption that

L(l, F/Q, ty2) ^ 0 implies, by the result of [24] (applied to F/Q, so this case

already follows from earlier work ofKolyvagin), that

P^€(F(Q^)(
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Clearing out denominators, we may assume that P,/rF € F(Q1^1 )1/fl without affecting
the value of / mod (Qx)2. In particular, in the notations of Section 4.5, the image
ofP^ in E(<Qp2) lies in E(<Qp2)a(p).

Let qE e Q x be the Tate period of E/Qp, and let

®E/Qp--C;/q^^E(Cp)

be the Tate uniformization for the Q„2-points of E/<Qp, which is also the Tate
umformization for F/Fp. Recall from Section 2.11, that the property of the Tate
uniformization gives F(Q„2)a„ ©£/Q„ (Q/>), so in particular we have

P^F ®eQp(z)

with z € Qx So in particular

logNorm£/Fp(P^F) \ogqE Jfpv/®p(z) =2logqE(z) 2logE/Qp(PiirF).

Thus to conclude, ifwe let

/" := 2/e(2)-1Lalg(l,F/Q,^2r1^ (6-11)

then

d
k=2=l"{\ogE/^pP)2 (6.12)j^Lp(k/2,k,foo,tyi)

with P P^F € (F(Q^) <g> Q)^ non-torsion if and only if L'(l, F/Q, ^1) ^ 0.

Remark 6.6. In [5], equation (6.12) is applied to the study of the question of
rationality of Stark-Heegner points. For this purpose, they need to know the value of I"
mod (Qx)2. See the discussion of Remark 5.5. These suggests that the conclusion
of remark 5.5 holds for F/Q even without assuming that F/Q is multiplicative at

some prime other than p. Thus for ty2 as above, we state the following conjectural
formula:

/" Lalg(l,F/Q,^2) mod (Qx)2. (6.13)

On the other hand, using (6.11), (6.3) and (5.18), we have

D^Mp/oCsLa^/FJ)r LaIg(l,F/Q,^)-2-£ *™ J' ' ' mod(Qx)2, (6.14)

where 8 is a quadratic Hecke character of F, unramified at the primes dividing the

conductor of E/F, that satisfies
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(1) sig(<5) sig(tyF) (sig(^i),sig(^0),

(2) 8(V) -typ(V) -1,
(3) 8(1) typ(l) for any prime I ^ p dividing the conductor of E/F,
(4) L(1,F/F,<5) / 0.

Thus in order for (6.13) to hold, we are led to

DlJ2 J/p,0c8L(l,E/F,8) 9 _Y -2—— L+oY =1 modvQ)- (615)
t(«5)(^i})2

As a particular case, take ^i to be trivial. Let F be a real quadratic extension of
Q, in which p is inert, and all primes q ^ p dividing the conductor of F/Q splits
in F. Let 8 a quadratic Hecke character of F, unramified at the primes dividing the
conductor of F/Q, such that

(1) sig(«5) (l,l),
(2) 8(V) -1,

(3) 8(1) 1 for any prime I ^ p dividing the conductor of F/F.
Then, is it true that the expression

D)/2MP/QCgL(l,E/F,8)

r(8)(n}E)2

is the square of a rational number? This would be consistent with the Birch and

Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. For more on this, see [27]. We remark that for such 8,

the restriction <5|Ax is not trivial, so this is not a situation where Waldspurger type

results [35] can be directly applied.

Here, we are content to draw the following:

Corollary 6.7. In the situation (6.15), suppose that F/Q has multiplicative reduction
atsome prime other than p, and that L'(l, F/Q, tyi ^ 0 (in addition to the condition

L(l, F/Q, ty2) ^ 0, and the above hypothesis on F and8), then the expression (6.15)
is the square ofa rational number.

Proof. Under the above assumption on F/Q (in particular that it is multiplicative at

some prime other than p), we have by part (4) ofTheorem 5.4 of [4] that

d
—Lp(k/2,k,foo,tyi)dk k=2

l(\ogE/Qp?')'\2
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for some / € Qx, with / Lalg(l, F/Q, ty2) mod (Qx)2, and P' €
Q)i/r1 non-torsion (which is the conclusion of remark 5.5 applied to F/Q). On the
other hand, by equation (6.12) and (6.14), we also have

d
dk2LP(k/2,k,foo,tyi)

with I" I • c for some c € Qx satisfying

k=2 i"(\ogE/Qpry

Dpl2MF/^c8L(\,E/F,8)
c 2-^ "^ "V ' ' mod(Qx)

r(8)(Q^Y
and P € (F(Q*fl) <g) Q)i/r1 again non-torsion. The corollary thus follows from the

fact that dimQ(F(Ql/fl <g> Q)^ 1. D

To conclude we state another corollary of (6.12), which is a special case of a

conjecture of Greenberg (this is stated in [4] in the case when F/Q is multiplicative
at some prime other than p):

Corollary 6.8. Suppose that F/Q is split multiplicative at p, and L'(l, F/Q) ^ 0

(so that the sign ofthefunctional equation of the p-adic L-function Lp(s, F/Q) is

+1). Then there exists a p-adic neighborhood Uof2, such that L(k/2, ft) ^ Ofor
k € U n Z>2, k 2 mod p - 1.

7. Appendix I

Here we prove a result on Gauss sums that is used for the proof of Proposition 5.1

and Lemma 6.1.

In general, let L be a number field. For any infinite place v of L, define the
modified form ofEuler's T function as follows:

J7t-s/2T(s/2) if v is real,

\2(2it)~sT(s) if v is complex.

Let 8 be a finite order Hecke character of L, and 8V be the local component of 8 at
the place v. Define

|0 if v is complex, or v is real and 8V(—1) 1,
mv(o) <

II if v is real and 8V(—1) — 1.

Let L(s, (5) be the Hecke L-function associated to 8. Define the completed L-
function:

Ms,8) (DL<NLmc8yl2 Y\Gv(s + mv(8)) L(s,8).
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Then A(s, 8) satisfies the functional equation

^W^l/qcJ'2
with M(8) X!v|oo mv(8), and t(8) being the Gauss sum of 8.

If 8 1 is trivial, then L(s, 1) is just the Dedekind zeta function Çl($), and

A(s, 1) is the completed zeta function ofL. In this case (7.1) reduces to the familiar
functional equation:

A(l-s,l) A(s,l).
Now let F be a number field, and tyi, ty2 be quadratic Hecke characters of F,

whose conductors are relatively prime to each other. As in Section 3.1, the pair ty\, ty2

cuts out a quadratic extension K of F, and corresponds to a genus character tyg of
K. The character tyg is unramified at all the finite places of K, thus c^K Ok. On
the other hand, let w be an infinite place of K that lies above v, then w is real if and

only ifmv (ty\ mv (ty2), in which case there are two real places w, w' of K above

v, with mw(tyjc) iKw'ityk) — Mv(tyi) mv(ty2). One also sees that

M(tyg;) 2 x number of (real) places v of F such that mv(ty{) mv(ty2) —1.

Let / be a finite order Hecke character of F, assumed to be unramified at all the

infinite places, so that mv (tytX) — mv (tyi )• F°r our purpose, we will also assume that

cx is relatively prime to c-^x andc,/r2, so that c^-^ c^t cx. Define xk •— X°^K/F-

Proposition 7.1. The following identities hold true:

*(****) iM^-M™-M™DFDï1/2«*iX)rW2X).

Proof. We have the following identities:

L(s, tyKXK) L(s, tyix)L(s, ty2,x),

(jt-s/2T(s/2))- (jr-(5+1)/2r((5 + l)/2)) 2(2jr)-5r(5)

(the second one is the duplication identity for T function). Hence we obtain

A(s, tyKXK)

(DK MK/q cxk)s/2(Dp MP/Q c^ Mf/q> ciJr2)-s/2A(s, tyix)Ms, fix)-
On the other hand, by comparing the functional equations for A (s, tyKXK ^(s,ty\X)
and A(s, ty2x), we see that the function

Fx(s) := (DK J^k/Q CxkY/2(d2f ^f/Q Hi «VF/Q H2 «VF/Q c2)-j/2 (7.3)

(7.2)
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satisfies the functional equation

Fx(l-s) Ax.Fx(s),

where

x *(fixMf2x)
(<NF/q Hi ^F/Q Hi ^F/Q C2)1/2 - ' -1

Jy via> cXK

From this, one easily sees that Ax and Fx(s) must be identically equal to one.
Take x to be trivial. Then from (7.3) we obtain:

Dk Dp cMf/q Hi ^f/q Hi
thus giving the first equation of (7.2). Now going back to general x, we obtain from
(7.3) again:

<N via cXK MF/Q. cx ¦

Plugging these into (7.4), and using Ax 1, we finally obtain the other identity of
(7.2). D

It is then clear that (6.6) used in the proof of Lemma 6.1 follows from Proposition

7.1.

For (5.10) used in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we take x to be trivial, and K
to be a CM field. One has M(tyK) 0, while M(tyi) + M(ty2) d [F : Q].
Proposition 7.1 implies the claim, by noting that

r(tyK) 1

which follows since c^K Ok

8. Appendix II

Here we prove Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 2.10. The arguments are well-known.
We include the proofs here for the convenience of the reader.

Recall the open compact subspace X' of X defined by

X' c\(OpvxpOFv)

which is stable under /p (as in Section 2.4, c is the closure in (9p of the group of
totally positive units of 0F). Let £>' be the space ofC^-valued measures on X', with
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the evident structure of a module over AF and the action of Iv. As in the case of <£>*,

one has maps

defined in the evident manner, and allow us to define, for fx' € £>', and g €

M2(p;(9irp)nGL2(Fp),

g*ti':=p'(g-s'Qi')).

One checks that this defines an action of the semigroup M2(p; Opv) fl GL2(FP) on
£>' extending that of Ip. Thus for / a function on X', and S C X' open compact

if d(g*ßf)= f f\g dfi'.
(S)r

The measure g * fjJ is supported on g(X') fl X'.
Consider the map

£>* -> £>' (8.1)

given by restriction ofmeasures. This map is Ip -equivariant.
Let E E(n+,n-), E' E(rt+,rt-) n S(p,tt_) E(prt+,rt-). Thus

E' lp. The restriction map (8.1) induces the lp-equivariant map

S(E,£)*)^S(E',£)'). (8.2)

It is clear that the specialization map (2.10) factors through (8.2).
First, we observe:

Proposition 8.1. The map (8.2) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Fora ekv, denote by ya (f J) (0?)(?o) € GL2(<9irp).
Then one can check that

<Vpx<9£p= [J ^((9^x^(9^).

Denote X : X\X' c\(Op x (9J Then

* U YaX'.
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Now given $' € 5(E', <£>'), suppose for the moment that $ € 5(E, <£>*) is a

form that maps to $' under (8.2). Then for any continuous function / on X,

f d$(g)= i fd$(g)+ Ìfd$(g)
X JX' Jx

i fd*(g)+ J2 f f d*(g)
Jx' aekvJy-X'

f f d$(g)+ J2 f f\y* d^(s-ya)
Jx' ~7 Jx'

f f d&(g)+ J2 f f\Ya d&(g-Ya).
Jx' 77 Jx'

Thus in general, given <É>; € 5(E', £>') define $ by the following rule: for any
continuous function / on X,

f f d$(g)= f f d&(g)+ J2 f f\Ya d&(g-ya).
Jx Jx1 77 Jx'

Then one checks that $ € 5(E, <£>*), and this provides the inverse to the map (8.2).
D

The isomorphism S E, <£>*) -> 5(E', <£>') commutes with the action ofthe Hecke

operators T\ and T\ti for I not dividing p rt+ vC and the U\ for 11 rt+ rt-. For the
Hecke operators at p we have:

Proposition 8.2. The isomorphism (8.2) intertwines the action ofTv on 5(E, <£>*)

and that of Up on 5(E', £>').

Proof. This is a direct computation. Thus let $ € 5(E, <£>*), and let $' be the image
of $ under the isomorphism (8.2).

Given a continuous function / on X we have, for g € i?x, the following formula
for Fp$ (equation (2.2)): by taking

°a o i
for a € kp

and
A 0

a°°={o P

we have

GL2((9irp)^ °1)gL2(0Fp)= [J ^GL2((9irp).
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Hence

/ / dTv<S>(g) j f do-^p) * $(#o-oo) + Yi I f da* * ®(gaa)

/ / ^oo * HgOoo) +Y\ Lf d<Ta* HgOa)
Jx' ~r Jx

(in the last equality we are using the fact that the measures a-*, * ^(g^oo) and oa *
$>(go~a) are supported on X' and X respectively).

Whereas in general for ^ € 5(E', £>'), and function h on X', we have (equation
(2.3)) that

/ h dUv^(g) =Y[hdab* V(gab)
Jx' bekvJx'

V] / h\ab d^(gab)
•?ekvJ^X'nX'

J2 h\ab d^(gab).
f~r Jx'

Here

One has

which implies

bekr

**b [ u for è € kp.

oìv^poFv= \Jàb(OpvxpoFv)
bek-p

X'=\J abX'.
bek-o

(In particular òb X' D X'', explaining the last equality in the above computation.)

Now suppose that $ € 5(E, <£>*) corresponds to £/p(0') under the isomorphism
(8.2). Then as we have seen in the proof of Proposition 8.1, for / a continuous
function on X,

f f d$(g)= f f dUp&(g)+J2 f f\Y" dU^'(êïa).
Jx Jx' 77 Jx'
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Now

f f dUv&(g)= J2 f f\àbd&(gab)
Jx'

bekv
Jx'

J2 / f\°b d®(gGb)
bekv

3X'

Y] / f dòb* ®(gob).
bekv h*X'

Notice that ob o^Tè, where xb {\\) € Ç*L2(&Fv) Hence

ab * <&(goh) =o-oo* ^(gaco).

So we have

/ / dUp&(g) =T f f da^-k S^tr«,)
Jx' bekvh*X'

I f da^ * $(^0-00).

Similarly we can treat the other terms

/ f\Ya dUp&(gya)= V] / f\Yah d&(gyaab)
Jx1 r~r Jx1

bekp

Y / f\Y"°b dHgYa<yb).
bekv

JX'

Now a direct computation gives

yaab aayb,

hence the above integral becomes

Y] / fWaYb d$>(g<Jayb)= V] / f\aa d$>(g<ra)
_, JX' -, JvhX'bekvJX' bekrJybX'

lf\<ra d$(gaa)
Jx

If doa * ®(g<Ta)-
Jx

3)
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The last equality holds because oT1 (X) fl X X. So we have

/ / di(g) f f dTp$(g).
Jx Jx

Thus we conclude that $ Fp$. D

Now let $^ € S(E', £>')• For integer k > 2, let $k pk,*(®'oo)- Then

Lemma 8.3.

Proof Let P € %. Then for £ € i?x,

PM^AXsX^) / fp dUpV^g)
Jx'

(where fp is as in equation (2.9)). On the other hand, as we saw in equation (8.3)
during the proof ofProposition 8.2,

f fF dUp^'00(g)= J2 f fpfta d&^gtJa).
Jx' 77 Jx1

Hence

PkAVp&oo)(8)(.P) E / f*\à« d&ooigàa)
77 Jx'

J2^k(gàa)(P\àa)
a€k-p

up(ßk)(g)(py

Corollary 8.4 (Proposition 2.9). Assume that $oo € S(E, £>*), and$k pkA^oo)-
Then

pkATv®oo) Up$k.

Proof Let Q'^ € 5(E', <£>') be the image of $oo under the isomorphism (8.2). Then

by Proposition 8.2,
Tp<S>oo Up&00.

Thus using Lemma 8.3

PkAJv^oo)) PkAVp&'oo)) VV(Pk.*&oo) Uv(®k).
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We draw another corollary ofProposition 8.1 :

Corollary 8.5. The specialization map

p2j*: S(Z,&i)^>S(Z,V2)

is surjective.

Proof. By Proposition 8.1 this amounts to showing that the specialization map

p2j*: S(E',£>0->S(E',72)

is surjective.
Let R' be the Eichler order of B of level p rt+ such that E' (Rf)*. Choose a

set of representatives {?;}"=l € B* for the double coset 5x\i?x/E'. For each i let
R'. := B fl tfR'tr1 be the Eichler order of B of level p rt+ determined by ^. Then
each of the quotient (R'.)*/Op is a finite group (recall that (9p is the group of
totally positive units of Op). Let A* be the image of t~1(R/i)xti/(9p + in Ep/ c.

Then in general for any Z^,[Ep]-module M with the action of Ep on M factors

through Ep/ c there is a bijection of Z^-modules:

S(E',M) -^> 0MAi
i=i

$ ^ {$(ff)}?=1

(here MA/ stands for the Z^-submodule ofelements ofM invariant under A;). So it
suffices to show that the maps p2 : (<£)£)' -> (V2) ' are surjective for « 1,..., n.

But the A; are finite groups, and <£>' is a Q^,-vector space, so this follows from the

surjectivity of p2: £>' -> V2 C^. D

Remark 8.6. For each k > 2 the same argument shows, by using the surjectivity of
pk - 3}' -> 14, that p^* : 5(E, £>*) -> (E', I4) is surjective.

Proofof Theorem 2.10. This can be proved by the same methods as in [1] and [21]
(see also [2]), so we just provide a sketch. Let$ € S(E', V2) 5(E(p,n+,n-), V2)
be an eigenform that is new at primes dividing rt+. Then there is a finite extension
E/<Q>P such that $ takes values in F. Multiplying $ by scalars ifnecessary, we can
further assume that <£> takes values in (9 Op (the ring of integers of F). Denote by
S(Jj' V2,(9) the (9-module of forms with values in (9, which is a finite free module
over (9. Similarly let <£>*5(9 be the (9-module of measures on X with values in (9.

Then 5(E, iD*,^) is a module over A7^0 := 0 <g>zp Ap. The ring AF)q is compact,
and the AF)q-modules <£>*5(9 and 5(E, iD*,^) are compact.
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The specialization map p2^ sends 5(E, £>#,&) to S(ljr,V2,@). As in [1], Section

5, let S(E', V2, Of and 5(E, £>*t&f be the ordinary parts of S(E', F2, (9) and

5(E, <£)*,#), which is the maximal direct summand (as (9-module and Aj?^-module
respectively) over which the action of Fp is invertible (as usual Tp acts as Up on
S(E', V2, O)). Thus $ € S(E', 72, (9)°. The arguments used for the proof of Theorem

5.1 of [1] (known as control type theorems) show that p2,* induces an injection

p2j* : S(E, $>*flf/P2S{T,t £>*!&)° ^ S(E', F2, (9)°

here we identify the weight P2 € £7? of Section 2.4 as the prime ideal of AF)q
given by the kernel of P2 The compact version ofNakayama's lemma implies that

5(E, <£)*,# )° isafinite A 7?^-module. In particular © := S("L, 3}*^)°®^ ^-Q,&

is finite over Aq^, hence finite over A® := (9 ®%p A. The argument of [1],
Lemma 1.1, shows that @ is torsion free over Aq.

On the other hand, the proof of Corollary 8.5 shows that p2,*: 5(E, £>*t@) <g>@

E -> 5 (E', V2,(9)®(Ç) E is surjective, so without loss ofgenerality we may assume
that $ lies in the image of 5(E, iD*^), hence in the image of 5(E, iD*,^)0 since $
is ordinary. Let ^ € © be such that p2t0o(&oo) *¦

Let ^p be the prime ideal of A q given by the kernel of the evaluation map at
k 2. The localization @<p is then finite and torsion-free over the discrete
valuation ring A(9s«p, hence is finite free over Ag^. Let 9Î be the Aqs«p-subalgebra
of EndA(9 ^(©Jß) generated by the image of the Hecke algebra T (with T as in
Section 2.5). The algebra .9t is finite free over Aqq. The system of Hecke
eigenvalues associated to the eigenform $ then gives rise to an algebra homomorphism
h: dì -> F, and the kernel of h is a maximal ideal of 9Î that lies over $p Ag^. Let
J be the normalization of the quotient of 9Î by the minimal prime of 9Î contained in
ker(Ä) (which is again a DVR). Since $ is new at primes dividing rt+, the arguments
used to prove Theorem 3.6of[21](p. 381-383 of loc. cit.) show that J is unramified

over A(9s«p (see especially the second equation on p. 383 of [21]). Fix an embedding

I/mj -> <Q>p (where nix is the maximal ideal of I). Then since J is unramified
over A(9s«p, there is an unique way to embed I into A^ extending the embedding of
A(9s«p into A* (as in equation (2.5)).

As in loc. cit. there is a decomposition of A(9s«p algebras

9* «SAo.sp A1" ^ A1" x JC,

where the projection $t &A&™ A^ -> A^ is induced by the map 9Î -> J -> A^
(here JC is just the complimentary algebra direct summand).

Let ej € 9Î ®A(9 3}
A^ be the idempotent corresponding to the projection onto

the A*. Under the natural pairing

Jft <8>a&m At x ®$ —* ®$ ®A#.* At ® ®A<9 A*
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put <É>oo '¦ eI^'oo € ® ®A® A"f. Then $oo is an eigenform in @ ®a& A^. The

image of <É>oo in 5(E, £>^c is then an eigenform that specializes to <É>. D
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